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DEDICATION 
With the love and best wishes of the Staff of 1913- 14, 
this volume of the O uachitonian is dedicated to the man who 
for eleven years, as our pastor, shared our defeats and rejoiced 
in our victories; whose life among us made us admire him, as 
his wonderful personality made us love him; to 
HARDY LATHAN WINBURNE 
Our Friend. 
I 
Greetings 
In extending to you this "Panorama of Life at Ouachita," we feel that 
no apology is necessary but that. on the other hand, congratulations are in 
order. We regret that (owing to the fact that we were "financially 
straitened'') we have not been able to introduce several color plates. How-
ever. what we have lacked in money. we have tried to make up in hard work. 
Now. heartaches and backaches alike are forgotten in the pleasure of giving 
this new volume of the Ouachitonian to the many friends of our dear old 
Alma Mater. 
To the Student Body, the Seniors. the Faculty, the A lumni. and all of 
our Friends, we hope that this will prove more than a picture book. to be 
skimmed through carelessly and thrown aside indifferently. We want it to 
be and feel that it is a collection of heart-throbs of the student life at Ouachita. 
a scrap book to bring back happy memories of the good year of 191 3- 14. 
~~ 
Q .. L ."'(¥\~~. 
·~ Art Committee 
l ... · ~ v • 
C. C. ToBEY, ]R. 
CLARA RICE 
Athletic Committee 
CLARENCE HOOPER 
MAUD H ENDERSON 
Clubs and Organizations 
NoBLE B. D ANIEL 
ELIZABETH A uTREY 
Miscellaneous Committee 
Ouachita, we sing thy praises, 
Thy beauty, thy power. thy fame ; 
Each loyal bearl upraises. 
A cheer to thy glorious name. 
' 
0-U-A-C-
Here's goo 
May all 
Raise a ch1 
A loud 
0-U-A-C-
Ouachita, thy sons and daughters, 
Will carry thy flag unfurled, 
for none can e'er surpass thee, 
The Queen of the college world. 
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The Preparatory D epartment 
The Preparatory Department is by no means insignificant because it is preparatory. 
When we remember that the great majority of the boys and girls in the state at larg:! 
seldom go higher in Khool than the high school or Preparatory Department and then 
note the much smaller number who finish the college work. we are made to think that 
lhe Preparatory Department of Ouachita is, if not more, just as important to its host 
of friends in Arkansas, as the higher departments. 
The value of thi11 department over that of the ordinary high school consists in the 
Christian influence and the fact that all the teachers are artists in their special lines of 
work. 
Every man and every woman of our land needs a certain amount of reserve force 
for emergencies that are sure to arise in life. No one will doubt that a Christian college 
needs a reserve force. The Preparatory Department is Ouachita's re!erve force. The 
"Preps" are the boys and girls who fill in the ranks of Fre~hmen, Sophomores. Juniors 
and even Seniors as tho!e compofing th~se departments drop out from year to year. 
It would take many weeks' search- if indeed there is to be found in any high 
school or college in the state-to find more intelligence. interest. earnestness. and that 
which goes to make solid character, than may be found in the present group of prepara· 
tory students of Ouachita College. 
These are those who are learning to say, 
0-U-A-C.H-l-T-A 
With a long, hip, hip, hooray, 
Who will be in the front rank some day. 
E. S.M. 



Freshman Class 
OFFICERS 
F. H. Ward ........... . _ .................. President 
Josephine Compere ......... Vice President 
Jewel Melton ........ . . .................... ---···· .. Secretary 
]. F. Queen 
.............. ·······-~····-·····Treasurer 
Morro: Let us put more sunshine than shadow into life 
CoLORS: Lavender and Purple FLOWER: Violet 
THE CLASS OF "17 
The cla$s of "17 is not ashamed of its present standing in College. In fact, we 
are proud of our places and, for the time, we do not envy the dignified Seniors with their 
quaint attire, their privileges and their ridiculous forms of amusement. h is true, they 
use magnifying glasses in order to recognize us on the campus, but we concede that to 
their nearsightedness. Therefore, we do not feel humiliated when a Senior brandishes 
his ocular instrument and focuses the same on one of our class. 
We do not wish to make any one feel little, but in order to straighten up the records, 
let us tum to history. The Seniors boast of the great men who have carried diplomas 
away from their Alma Mater. Turn to the histories of all great men they may name 
and see if those great men did not also, at one time, honor a Freshman class with their 
membership. This proven, let us consider those prominent in history who never became 
members of a Senior class, but took pride in the fact that they were Freshmen. It is 
not neces~ary to name these, since Freshmen know the statement is true and the ignorance 
of the fact on the part of Seniors would reflect mightily on their dignity. Hence. it is 
proven that the Freshman class deserves .-espect rather than the Senior class. 
But. as the reverse order of affairs is the case, we of the class of 'l 7 have resolved 
to follow diligently in the paths of the learned. We concede the supremacy of Seniority, 
and only ask that they stand from between us and the sun, while we by the faint glim· 
mer of dawning fame tread the tedious and hazardous trail from the ~haded valley of 
obscurity to the glorious mountain-top of honor and power. And, in the dim vista of 
years. as we see nations swayed by the univerllal wand of efficiency and righteousness. 
we feel that we see, standing bravely and steadfastly among those who struggle for a 
•tronger bond of human sympathies and a truer conception of human potentialit ies. those 
who will have left the doors of Ouachita with their sheepskin in June of '17. 
]. H. S. 
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MY l:.sHEMED A~11cus: 
In reply to your latest tnlerrol!allon. bea to stale thnt the military discipline tn force at 
these: apnnvs of knowledge is on duly. II " provoking to meditate upon the direful achon 
of Fate which prevents my walkmg with Annie Lou- sweeteal g1rl tn our Sunny South- even 
ten limes per dtem. 
Oth~rw11e, Y oun for ~astronomical perfeclton, 
w. R. (BILLY) BROOI.SHf.R. jR. 
Hermeatan. 
OUI\CIIITA. 
DEARE~T Ct YTA: 
I hove ju$1 rece1ved the deploring news of Coach Jenrunas' departure for Mtu1n1pp1. 
It wouldn't br so had 1f 11 hadn't been four weeks stnce I heard from "P. K." But never 
mJDd the Stiver lin.ng 11 fast appearing for 11 was only today that Mr. Berry. yu Ruby's 
old "J~b," 11ave me a very meaning look as I entered the science bu1ldmg. He must br 
working for a M. H. E. de\1rec for he ahowed me how to kmt at the last physi~·s lab. 
See what you can do to help along the delayed news from "P. K." But then, "Wild 
Bill" w.Jl be back. Yours lovingly, 
Corinneon. "Br.ss" AUTREY. 
0UACIIITA. 
MY DEAR L01s: 
Am 10 glad you are enjoying the bliss of leaching 2 and 2 are four. or should I say " is"? 
I am sltll pegging away on the ivory for Mr. Mitchell and wnting to "Jack" every night. 
Write me soon, With love, 
Connnean. RuTH CURL 
ARJ<ADELPIIIA, ARK. 
DEAR Sts: 
\Vish I were 10 St. Louis with you. 
clothes. 
Belteve me. I would sure have m~ some sporty 
Spencer and Shep are still on the list. 
Reaves wil l be tha t lucky. Love to you and 
Alpha Kappa. 
FRIEND St: 
Haven't decided whether Mr. Carr and Mr. 
yours. your Sia. 
Roor.RT CARPENTER. 
CANNON H ousE. 
I do not understand why they put me an on this "H" tn the junior da.ss unless it was 
to fill out space. I had junior privileges until Prof. " M e" found me out. 
Will do beller next time. Gel next, 
jAY ToLAND. 
Hermuian. 
o.c. 
INFIRI\1ARY. 
DEARE.sr SPORT: 
It 11 just my luck to be down here. Another headache of course. but I wtll not blame 
it on the dear old junior-Senior reception. Do you love the "Lame Duck" or the "Tango" 
best} Allen and Ernie keep me busy wnllng. Love. 
Alpha Kappa. LELA (FusstE) CouRSON. 
o. c. 
MY DEAR PAL: 
How ts everythinll 10 P1ne Blulf now} \Vish I w~re ol home except for the fact that 
l could not see Robert. She sure is a dandy girl and you ou~ht to hear her play rags. 
We are in the Junior Piny. but unfortunately I om not with her. I am clean out of money 
but nolhtng new for me. Could you send me a buck or two? 
When did you hear from Mayme? Your pal, 
Hermes1an. SPENCER Fox. 
0. c. 
DEAR Ow ToP: 
Ouachita is a dandy place. but Minauippi can't be outdone. I wish you could see 
some of the•e gay Ouachita juniors for once. They are all mighty stuek up •ince they 
have llOIItn their Junior prtvilepea. but there's nme out of len of 'em that won't keep them long. 
Say. Kid. I am an awful popular jun1or. Had one bust-up already. Cot another on 
the slrtnll now. 
Write c!ouble qu1ck. 
C,-irn an. 
Yours, 
ANNIE Lo (MAc) McALISTER. 
19 
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DEAREST MAUD£: 
OUACHITA. 
juat receaved a letter from Ruth telling me of her plans to return to 0. B. C. next year. 
I wonder what rould have come over her? Surely Jack as llOtng back to Henderaon. \Ve 
had a bill fare last night and the fint thing I heard waa, "Don't leave your roorna, girla"-
as if we could keep sllll. Bill Barrow has just receaved a big box from home. but the 
rats beat our hme - made way with the cake and aoap. too. 
YourJ lovmgly. 
Alpha Kappa. LuctLL£ CARROLL. 
OUACHITA. 
Mv DLAR "MooN": 
You should be back an dear old Ouachita thia year. \Ve are havinll grand times. Base· 
ball seaaon opens next week and we are expecting great results. 
Write me, old boy. Your old roommate. 
Philomathean. ALrRED TATUM. 
MY DEAR RuTH: 
\Ve are deep in preparations for the Junaor-Senior recepllon which is to be the affair 
of the season. Poor Seniors! Little auspect what we are goang to spn n11 on them. The 
funniest thing happened the other day. I had my fountain pen 6xed. and when they sent 
tl back to me at wouldn't write a thing but 0-R-R. Don't you thtnk Marv&n IS a pretty name? 
Write soon, 
Alpha Kappa. LUCILE (JOl>HUA) TuRSER. 
OuAC~ttTA. 
DEAR jANET: 
\Vi•h yO\I were here with me. I am mad. Cot cau~ht uut of my room and lost my 
privileges. I wan t you to tell Dad to send me a check and beg ham to let come home. 
Ruth, Lucile and I arc going to make candy tonight. 
Send me the Check and permit ~ure. Lovingly your ""· 
Alpha Kappa . MAUD£ HENDERSON. 
ARKADELPHIA. ARK. 
DEAR OLD LAsT SuMMER FRIEND: 
We are having a high time at Ouachita thio yenr. Really I should say the fun 1s more 
prevalent than the work. H owever, exams are tn sight just now. 
Yours sancercly, 
VavtAN Hut£. 
OUACHITA COLLEGE. 
DEAREST Ent£L: 
Guess what the latest is. I am taking piano from your old music "Pro" and pipe or(!an 
from Prof. Taylor. Everybody says I'm most as good as you. only I'm too easy. \Vhat 
do you think of that? Your Buddy, 
. lerme11an. VAN COATS. 
OuACHITA CoLLECE. 
IN PRACTISE HALL. 
DEAR CuTtE: 
\Vork. work. work. that is all I have to do from one end of the day to the other. It's 
committees, committees, commillees and even my walking privileges have to be neglected. 
But you just wait. I am not an adding machine, if I do look ltke one. 
LovtnQiy, 
Alpha Kappa. Ctcc AMY ARNOLD. 
P. 5. I lave had three dates with Roy Tompkina. 
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ARKADELPHIA. ARK. 
DEAR OLD Scour: 
I am hav1n(l a fine time. T a kina plenty of exercise. Every even1ng after supper I have 
~ pleasant rode with L ivy, and Cicero. through the tnVI(!Orating smoke of a recruit. 
your friend. 
Ph1lomathean. CHESTER MuNN. 
ARKADELPHIA, ARK. 
D£AR AuNnt: 
Things have: happened •ince I wrote you last. I am working up a duet (Voc11l) 
a felkw son@sler. By the way. I am wild about Voice. It looka like rain today. 
Lov.naly. 
Alph3 Kappa. MACCIE MOOR£. 
DoR FRtEND: 
Ouachita 11 a gay place now. However, I am glad l can preach at Ozan once a month. 
Ill Lee Barrow livea there. 
Philomathean. 
MY DEAR FRIEND: 
Your friend, 
RuPERT NANNtE. 
OuACHITA. 
My success 1\S a society man increase" daily. The eats here are not l1ke those at home 
and I frequently lona for the old-time pie. The other day we had eggs for breakfast. 
Your pal. 
Philomathean. CHARLES WtLKtNS. 
0. C. INDUSTRIAL HoM£. 
DOR INEZ.: 
You may be surpmed to receove a feller from me. but I just had to write and tell you 
that I have the cutest pair of cameo hair pins. They· re the fad here now. 
Alpha Kappa. 
DEAREJIT MOTHER: 
You w1ll thtnk thia a short feller 
brick on the jumor-Sen1or reception. 
Alpha Kappa. 
DEAR fRIEND: 
Your true friend. 
no doubt. but must tell you that 
Love till next time. 
SALLIE BARROW. 
0. c. 
am work1ng loke a 
IVA WATTERS. 
OuACIIITA CoLLECt. 
The best news I have to tell you is about my peach orchard. I am selling out nt:W 
treea now, ~~nd expect some good sized profits. Come up and see the pl.,ce. 
Yours truly, 
llerme11an. H. D. MORTON, 
ARKADELPHIA, ARK. 
DEAR FRIEND: 
Out of H1gh School into the Junior class at the College io one year. Don't you th1nk 
I am smart? I d1d not say. howe,·er. that I was a junior in piano. Come to see me, and 
I will play you the latest rag. Yours as ever. 
Coronnean. Rost Dtws. 
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Mv DEAR 01.o CHuM: 
You should be down here wilh me in Ouachila. I have 1he grandetl lime with my 
Junior privtlt'ges. A dale nearly every Friday nighl. \Vhen I become a auffragelle I om 
going lo vole for lhe "Bull Moose" parly. I oil al M.ss Slort's lable w11h a bunch of 
"Silenl Juniors." My voice ia improving and I am glad. 
Do write and tell me all about everything. Lots of love, 
Cormnean. fRANCES FLETCHLR. 
0. c. 
DLAR BROTHER: 
Yours to hand a few weeb ago. 
1\m glad lo h~&r of your recent success. 
My work is hard, but I am gt.lling along all right. 
What do you lhink of my taking eJCpression? 
Hermeaian. 
DEAR jiM: 
jusl • little note to tell you that I am thinking of 
that be glorious? Virginia is crazy abou t Harty. 
Corinnean. 
DtAR£ST EsTIIE.R: 
Your brother, 
J, 0. fiHODES. 
o. c. IN GERMAN CLASS. 
going to Hot Spnngs soon. Won't 
Your friend, 
MAUDE \VRICHT. 
ARKADELPHIA, ARK. 
I am sorry you won't be here to spend lhe week previous to exams. with me in punuing 
Logic. We thought the weeks we spent with Livy were terTible. but they were holidaya aa 
compared w1th the 11udy of syllogisms. 1 feel as if I wt're really a majo.· p11rt of a 
syllogiSm, bu1 gueu 11 mull be the minor premise. Therefore, in conclusion, I am, 
Sint"erely yours. 
Corinnean. EvANCEUN£. RoBERTS. 
ARKADELPIIIA, ARK. 
Mv DLAREST MoTIIER: 
I could hardly waJI until I arnved home, to write you that I made the debating team, 
and am go1ng lo go lo Mississippi to debate. Tell everyone. 
Your loving son. 
Phdomathean. CLARENCE HooPER. 
ARKAOF.t.PIIIA, ARK. 
DEAREST OF FrutNos: 
This Junior yeor of mine has cer lainly been one of work. I am toiling over Harmony 
1hese dnya wi th no one to sympathize unless it be olher poor girls like myself, who cnnnol 
get any Harmony into their souls like Prof. Daniels. Y oura truly, 
Alpha Ka1>pil. ALMA SIIOWN. 
OUACHITA. 
DtAR PAL: 
AI last I am nearing the goal. nevertheless an "F" in English is staring me in 1he face. 
You l~am rasl how to become a "ladies' man" in this school. 
Sincerely, 
Philomathean. HOWARD LYONS. 
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OUACHITA CotLECE. 
DEAR OU> PAL: 
Wish you would tell me all the news of J unchon City . I am crazy to see them all. 
I am a Junior in voice and have Soph. English under Mr. Grace, which is as hard as c<~n be. 
Give my love to Jaclc and the rest. So is some bill (UY here. 
Y ourt lovingly, 
Alpha Kappa. MoNtQUE GoYNE. 
0. c. 
DEAR OLD PAL: 
h took lots of hMd work to win my .. 0 .. in football. but it is takong still harder work 
to get them to put my ptclure in the junior class. It looks hke I just can' t lea111 English. 
Y our friend. 
H ermesian. Eo SHUGART. 
0. B. C. 
MY DEAR ST. CLAtR: 
You don't f.nd me sauntenng from the Main Butlding and caustng work to be delayed 
any more. I've lcng since learned that it isn't wise. I'm crazy for the baseball season 
to open. With love. 
Corinnean. NAN (DIANA) MooR£. 
ARKA1>£1.PI~tA, ARK. 
DEAR CHUM: 
You may think I have forgotten you. but I haven' t. You chould have come to Ouachtta. 
My newest dress was juat dampened by a shower of compltments the other ni~th t. 
DEAR MAMIE: 
Did you know l was 8 Junior in Art? 
to death. Have lots to tell you when you come. 
Alpha Kappa. 
DEAR FRIEND: 
Y oun as ever. 
MARt£ LovE. 
ARKADELPHIA, ARK. 
I am crazy about it and love my teacher 
Hurry on back. 
W ith lots of love. 
GRACE BussELL. 
I suppose I am put on the letter "1 .. because I think I am such a big little boy. 
think more of 'T' than of anyone else. Yours till next ltme. 
Philomatbean. A. N. STANFIELD. 
0. C. tN Mv RooM. 
DEAR OLD GLADYS: 
Oh. dear, I got caught out of my room again last night. For this I had to study in 
the back parlor from 4 lo 6. But don't you ever believe I didn't have company. Old Jen 
W oodyard wM there . Y ours as ever, 
Alpha Kappa. loA MAE WESTBROOK. 
ARKADELPHIA. ARK. 
DEAR ERNIE: 
You see I am ahead of you. I got on the J unior ptclurr even tf I d1d have to be the 
penod that winds it all up. I don't belong here, but suppo&c I was put here to 611 out space. 
Lovingly. 
Hermesian. ALLEN G~NAWAY. 
27 
The juniors 
As the earth revolves in its orbit, thus causing the four seasons, spring, sum me;, 
autumn and winter. so the cycles of time bring to Ouachita four distinct periods. The 
freshman period, when the young idea begins to shoot and the emerald hues of budding 
verdure are most in evidence: the Sophomore, with all its boldness of immature fruition; 
the Junior, when the winds are fresh with the promise of harvest and every tree drop~ 
the manna of knowledge: and the Senior. when the sheaves are being gathered and th~ 
reapers are sent lo their deserted homes. 
At the present time the Junior class of 1914 is in full sway. With all its origi-
nality, intelligence and brilliancy. it stands as a model class at Ouachita, nothing that 
can be said or done can detract from the glory of past achievements or add to the promise 
of the future. Whenever there has been a call for volunteers, either in physical or mer. tal 
contest, the members of the Junior class have been found carrying the standards forward 
for a "greater Ouachita." 
We do not thus sing the praises of the class of 1915 for mere purpose of boasting, 
but that we may assure the Seniors that the enviable position they arc leaving is to be 
ftlled by those in whose hands the honor of past achievements will be unsullied. 
And now, Seniors, there is but little that we may have to say that will alter the 
record you have left behind you or brighten the path you have chosen. Whatever posi-
tion of Ouachita's history it has been your privilege to write. for better or for worse. 
the final chapter is nearing its close. The scepter of authority must now pass from your 
hands to ours; we realize that to aim only to equal you in achievement and in honor is 
to invite certain failure. Every year shatters the world\ standard and crumbles the 
world's idols, and from their ruins rise the goals of newer and grealel' inspirations. Your 
record has been enviable but our deeds are to be the product of greater factors and must 
conform to greater ideals. With an abiding faith in the resourcefulness of every mt'm· 
ber, and in the tried and tested loyalty to all the great interests of our school, we boldly 
step forward into the places you are leaving vacant, and close ur the depleted ranks 
with the assurance that 1he royal purple of Ouachita will be handed down without a 
stain. 
Opportunities many and varied await you, before you lies a world of wide horizons, 
full of endeavor and possibilities; the doors of our school are swinging outward. Before 
you go. a hand-clasp. a Cod-speed-
Here's to you. Seniors. tell the world we're coming. 
w. R. BROOKSHER, JR. 
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Lots STOVALL, I lome Economrcs 
Arkadelphia, Arkansas 
"/ lool(cd at Bruce, john lool(cd at me ; 
I saicl to Ollie, 'which shall it be?' " 
Entered Ouachita 191 3. 
Member Alpha K appa Socrety. 
30 
NETTIE CALIIOU •. H ome Economics 
Crossett, Arkansas 
·• W e mall live without love, what is passion 
n'ithout pining? 
But rvhere is the man who can live rvitlrout 
dining?" 
Entered Ouachita 191 3. 
Member Alpha K appa Society. 
V ERDA WILBURN, H ome Economics 
M agnolia, A rkansas 
"What's ( I t(lh/e riclrl)l spread without a 
woman at its head ?" 
Enlered Ouachita 191 3. 
Member Alpha Kappa Society. 
CARMETA BROADDUS SA,Ol R;,, 
H ome Cconom1cs 
P me Bluff. Arkansa~ 
"Man can /i11e D1llhout mus1c, art and books, 
But civili::ed man can not /ille D1itl1out 
coo/is." 
Entered Ouachita 1914. 
Member Alpha Kappa Society. 
31 
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OLLIE GoooLETr. P1ano 
Ozan, Arkansas 
"Mild of manner and unassummg. 
Proof against Cupid's darts." 
Entered Ouachita 191 3. 
S uperintendent of Practice, 191 3-14. 
President Alpha Kappa Society. 
CHRISTINF. PoPE jAMESON, Art 
Arkadelphia. Arkansas 
"Elt bien I damcz main tenant." 
Entered Ouachita 191 3 
Wesleyan College, Macon. Ga.. 1909- 1 0. 
Shorter College, Rome, Ga.. 191 0-1 2. 
Mason Art School. Macon. Ga., 1912-13. 
Member Corinn~an Society. 
33 
CATIIRON VIRGINIA LEE. Piano 
Pine Bluff. Arkansas 
W1NNIFRED LEWIS, Expreuton and Piano 
Marion, Arlcan~as 
"She D>as Wade in the balances and not 
found wanting." 
Captain Basket Ball T earn. I 91 1- I 4. 
Vice President Y. W. C. A.. 1912-1 ~. 
Member Ripples S taff. 1912- 13. 
Secretary and Treasurer Junior Class, 
1912-13. 
President Dramatic Club. 191 3-14. 
President Alpha Kappa Society. 
·• H er ambition To belong to a family of 
Nobilit;y." 
Entered Ouachita 191 2. 
Corresponding Secretary Alpha Kappa So-
ciety. 1912-13. 
Vice President Alpha Kappa Society, 
191 3-14. 
ELIZABETII WrL~ON, Piano 
Arkadelphia. Arkansas 
CLAIRE SMITH, Expressron and Prano 
Plummerville, Arkansas 
"She need$ no eulogy, she speaks for her-
.sel/ ... 
Vice President Corinnean Literary Society. 
Secretary D ramatic Club. 
"A II she wants in thi$ world is a Butler." 
Entered Ouachita 191 2. 
Member Alpha Kappa Society. 
35 
ELLA ADAMS, A. B. and Art 
Arkadelphia, Arkansas 
0Tf.LA GrLLISPII, A.B. and Expression 
Stuttgart. Arkansas 
0. M. 5TALLINCS, E:~.pre~ion 
Greenwood. Arkansas 
"There's not another lil{e /rim." 
Entered Ouachita I 9 1 2. 
Winner Philomathean Declamation Medal, 
1912. 
Winner J. T. Christian Medal. 191 3. 
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ELLA ADAMS, A. B. and Art 
Arkadelphia. Arkansas 
"jc crois lcs lrommt:s Ires beaux." 
Entered Ouachita 1910. 
President Corinnean Society. 
Member Ouachitonian StaiT, 1912-1 4. 
Member Rtpples StaiT. 1911 - 12. 
Vice President Sophomore Class. 
Rov R. ToMPKINS. A.B. 
Bodcaw. Arkansas 
"Whose smiles are revelations." 
Enwed Ouachita 191 0. 
President of Philomathean uterary So-
ciety. 1911. 
Representative 
1911. 
Inter-collegiate Debate. 
Winner of the Thanksgiving Oratoncal 
Contest, 1912. 
Secretary Ouachita Oratorical Association. 
1913-14. 
Secretary Ouachita Debating Council. 
1913-14. 
President Wallis Baraca Class. 191 3. 
Member Board of Trustees of Albert Riley 
Memorial F u11d, 1913-14. 
Editor-in-Chief of "Ripples," 191 3- 14. 
President of Senior Class. 
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B. B. BAlLI:.,, jR .• A.B. 
Texarkana. Arkansas 
.. Favorite Stucly Expression. 
Favorite Dish-' W clsh • Rarebit ... 
Entered Ouachita 1912. 
President of Hermesian Literary Society, 
1913. 
President of Bowers Baraca Class, 1912-
13-14. 
Business Manager of Ripples. 1913-14. 
Pianist for Orchestra. 1912-1 3- 14. 
Member of Varsity Baseball T earn. 191 3-
14. 
Trustee Albert Riley Memorial Fund. 
191 3- 14. 
0. C. BAILEY, A.B. 
Washington. Arkansas 
"He Tlloulcl have 'Lie/e.' if she /rae/ been 
Tllillin.' " 
Entered Ouachita 19 I I. 
Vice President Philomathean Soc1ety. 1914. 
Member Track Team. 1912. 
Member Tigerelles. 191 3. 
Vice President Bowers Baraca Class. 
1914. 
Sergeant Co. "'B ... 
Secretary-Treasurer Athletic Association, 
1913-14. 
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MARCARF. f WtTHt:.RSFOON CRAWFORD, 
A.B. 
Arkadelphia, Arkansas 
"Tout /'etc." 
Member Alpha Kappa Society. 
Editor-in-Chief Ouachitonian. 1913-14. 
Ass1stant Editor-in-Chief Ripples, 191 1- 12. 
Member Ripples Staff. 1912-13. 
B.M. Semor. 19 I 3. 
]AMES EARL BF.I{RY, A.B. 
Maga£ine, Arkansas 
''His only jewel the Ruby." 
Entered Ouach:ta 19 I 0. 
President Philomathean Soc1ety, I 914. 
President Athletic Assoc1allon, 1913-14. 
President Wallis Baraca Class. 
Captain Co. "A." 
Chief Musician and Oirwor Ouachita 
Band, 191 2- 13. 
Assistant in Science. 191 1- 14. 
Member Ripples Staff, 191 1-1 3. 
Business Manager Ripples, 1912- 13. 
Representative Ouachita-Baylor Debate, 
1914. 
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EARL A. DuLANEY. A.B. 
Arkadelphia. Arkansas 
"He leadeth them." 
Entered Ouachita 1908. 
President Ministerial Association, 1911 -12. 
1912-13. 
GRACE CLOWOIS, A.B. 
\Vinthrop, Arkansas 
"Moi, je n' ai rein; Croi& mot." 
President Corinnean Society. 
Member Ripples Staff. 1912-1 3-14. 
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0TELA GILLISPIE. A.B. and Expression 
Stullgart, Arkansas 
jASON S. F1sH. B.S. 
Star C1ty. Arkansas 
"H carl smasher." 
Entered Ouach1ta 191 I. 
Member Track T earn, 191 2. 
Member Ripples Staff. 1913- 14. 
President Philomathean Literary Soc1ety. 
1913- 14. 
Second Lieutenant Staff. 1914. 
Member Tigerettes, 191 1- 14. 
"She l1a5 a/read); chosen her life's worlt-
.... Mis~ionar)J lo a 'Blonde Esltirno.' " 
Vice P resident Freshman Class, 19 1 0- 1 I . 
Treasurer of Y. W. C. A., 19 11 - 14. 
Vice President Dramatic Club, 19 1 3-14. 
Member Ripples Staff. 1913-14. 
President Corinnean Literary Society. 
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HAZEL HARDACE. A. B. 
Arkadelphia. Arkan~as 
"She's jusl the sluff lo win." 
Entc.red Ouachita 191 0. 
Member Corinnean Soc1ety. 
BRUCE S. )AC Jo.:SON, A.B. 
Barham, Arkansas 
"Tile 'squab' I hat developed into the hero 
of the gridiron." 
Manager Baseball Team, 19 14. 
Second Lieutenant Co. "8," 1914. 
All-State Fullback, 191 3. 
Members Ripples Staff, 19 1 3-14. 
Vice P resident Philomathean Literary So-
Ciety. 1914. 
Member Officen' Club. 
GEoRcb ELLIOT JoNEs, A.B. 
Plummerville. Arkansas 
"The only man that made his proposal m 
poctr))." 
Entered Ouachita 1906. 
President Mm1stenal Association, 191 3-14. 
Vice President Philomathean Literary So-
ciety, 1914. 
Sergeant Co. "A." 
joHN G. LEWIS, A.B. 
Marion. Arkansas 
"In this world she ma.Y be another man's 
wife. 
But in the next she'll be mine." 
President Pldomathean Soc1ety; Bowers 
Baraca Class. 
Manager Football, 191 3; Basket Ball. 
1913-14; Track. 1911 -13. 
Captain Basket Ball. 191 3; Track, 191 1-
12. 
Winner Cross Country 5-mile Run, 'I I ; 
Half Mile A. A. A.. 'I I. 
First Lieut. Co. "B," 1913-14. 
Member Ouachitonian Staff, 1913-14. 
Left End All-Arkansas. Football Team. 
1912. 
Wmner or Ten "O's." 
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]. FLF.TCIIF.R Moose. A.B. 
Little Rock. Arkansa~ 
"Hi5 highc31 ambition onl)) reaches his 
~houldcrs." 
Entered Ouachita 19 1 2. 
Member Ouachitonian Staff. 1912- 1 3. 
Member Ripples Staff, 1913-14. 
Chief Musician Aand. 191 3-14. 
Vice President Hermesian Society. 19 14. 
President Bowers Baraca Class. 1913-1 4. 
Member Vars1ty Football Team. 1912-14. 
RUBY MIDDLEBROOK, A.B. 
Hope, Arkansas 
'A sU>eel little maiden that plucked a 
Berr))." 
Entered Ouachita I 91 I . 
Member Ouachitonian Staff. 1912-1 3-14. 
President Ouachita Christian Association, 
1913-14. 
President Alpha Kappa Society. 
B.M., Junior Piano. 
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HARRY lAMAR MusE. A.B. 
junction City, Arkansas 
GEoRGE ]EFFERSON McNEw. A.B. 
Arkadelphia, Arkan&as 
"Who interposed a question and tool{ unto 
himself a wife." 
Th.M .• Southwestern Bapll~t Theological 
Seminary, Fort Worth, 191 2. 
Entered Ouachita 191 3. 
President Ministerial Association. 1914. 
"Muse as ever is tlr;y wont. seck. alwa;ys in 
vain, tire lrcarf of some fair lady and 
n~hen thou arf done with this life, go 
into tire next n~orld-a bachelor." 
Entered Ouachita 191 0. 
Member Ouachitonian Staff. 1912-13. 
Editor-in-Chief Ouachitonian. 191 3-14. 
Sergeant in Band. 
Member of Tigcrcttes. Three Initials. 
Captain Ba~tball Team. 1914. 
Winner Four Ba<~eball lnrtials. 
Presidtnt Hermcsian Society. 1914. 
Member frack Team. 1911. 
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MORCAN R. OwENS. A.B. 
Center Pomt, Arkansas 
"Successor to Cicero." 
Entered Ouach1ta I 9 I 0. 
Vice President Classical Club, 191 1-12. 
Member Ripples Staff, 1911 -13. 
)ASPER E. NEtCIIBORS, A.B. 
Little Rock, Arkansas 
"The muse of love sings sweet songs into his 
ears, the god of love lies 1n ambush for 
him, but he passes on unmolested." 
Entered Ouachita 191 0. 
Member Ripple.s Staff, I 91 I -12. 
Manager Philomathean Quartet, 19 I 0. 
President Baraca Class, 19 I I . 
Vice President Athletic Association, 191 3-
14. 
Second Lieutenant Co. "C" and Lieutenant 
in Charge of Band. 
Winner in Ouachita-Baylor Debate, 1913. 
First Lieutenant Co. "C," 191 3-14. 
President Wallis Baraca Class, 1914. 
Philomathean Representative Inter-Society 
Oratorical Contut, 1914. 
President Debating Council. 191 3- 14. 
Repre~entat ive Union University-Ouachita 
Debate, 1914. 
Pre~ident Junior Class, 1912-1 3. 
Class Orator. 1914. 
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NOBLE B. DANIEL, B.L. 
Liule Rock, Arkansas 
"Successor to /1 uddlesfon &- Co." 
Entered Ouachita 1909. 
Captain Co. "C," 191 3-14. 
W. j. STRIBLING. )R., A.B. 
Westmmster. South Carolma 
"Who discovered that Arkat!las rice was 
superior to that of l1is native ~latc­
He will settle at Stuttgart." 
Mercer University. 191 0-1 3. 
Entered Ouachita 191 3. 
Alternate Ouachita-Union Debate, 1914. 
Member Ouachitonian Staff, 1913-14. 
Vice Pres1dent Philomathean Society, 191 3. 
Chief of Signal Corps, 1914. 
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MAR\'IN C. ORR, B.L 
Bodcaw, Arkansas 
··whether to study 'or' whether to /lunl{ 'or' 
wlrether to sin!( ·or' whether to swim 
·or' 1vhether to love again." 
Entered Ouachita I 9 I 0. 
First Lieutenant Co. ' ·A." 
Member Ouachita Quartette, I 9 I 3- I 4. 
President Baraca Class, 1914. 
Member Philomathean Literary Society. 
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CHAS. E. HECKLER, )R., B.L. 
Little Rock, Arkansas 
"Here's to our bachelors created by Cod for 
the consolation of widows and hope of 
maidens." 
Entered Ouachita 19 I 0. 
Member of Tigerettes. Two Initials. 
Vice President Bowc · 13a·acn C!as •. 
President Hermes ian Society. 
Captain and Battalion Adjutant, 191 3- 14. 
ANNIE Lou CARGILl. B.M. in Piano 
Arkadelphia, Arkansas 
CLARENCE ToBEY. B.L 
Arkadelphia, Arkansas 
"Big and corpulent a& he i&, hc fall& before 
arroDJs and lie& prostrate al the feel of 
'Carmela.·" 
Winner Wilson Medal ror Best Dnlled 
Cadet, '10. 
Member Varsity Football Team. 1909-13. 
Varsity Track Team. 191 0-12. 
President Hermesian Society. 
Captain Co. "8." 191 3- 14. 
Member Ouachitonian Staff, 191 3-14. 
Winner or Seven "0" ·. 
"She should be a IIIOman policeman for she 
already ha3 a ·Billie.' " 
Entered Ouachita 191 0. 
Member Alpha Kappa Society. 
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PATTI FLANAGIN. B.M. in Piano 
Arkadelphia, Arkansas 
"Sire lost her bet." 
Vice President junior Class, 1912-13. 
Vice President Senior Class. 
President Alpha Kappa Society. 
MARY ELIZABETH Ft CF..R, B.M. in 
P1ano 
Arkadelphia, Arkan~as 
''Cupid has failed to conquer her." 
A.B .. 1912. 
Superintendent Practice, 191 3- 14. 
Member Alpha Kappa Society. 
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CLARA Rtcc.. B.M. in Piano 
Springdale. Arkansas 
AETHEL GLENN KIRKLAND, B.M. In 
Piano 
Plummerville, Arkansas 
"Our little lamb." 
Graduated with honors tn Ptano, Central 
College, 1913. 
Entered Ouachita 191 3. 
Member Alpha Kappa Society. 
"jacl('s in love with Clara; and Hecker, he 
love~ Rice. 
The ),loung lacl),l plays each of them as a cat 
docs roitlr mice." 
Entered Ouachita 1912. 
Vice President Corinnean Society. 
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Roy R. T ompktns 
Patti Flanagtn 
Ruby Middlebrook 
John G. U\\15 
The Class of 1 91 4 
OFFICERS 
MOTTO: "Sapere Aude" 
CoLORS: Orange and White 
CLASS SONG 
(Air- Russian Hymn) 
To thee, 0 Ouachita, sing we with hearts 
/\Onmc with loyalty. and love for thee 
Under thy standards may we strive for thee forever l 
Always thy loving subjects may we be. 
H ail! Hail, 0 Ouachita! Hail. Alma Mater ! 
List. thy dass o f Fourteen sings to thee. 
Fourteen, the latest and tbe best of all thy children. 
S mile on u~. AJma Mater. graciously! 
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President 
Vice Pre~•dent 
Secretary 
Treasurer 


THE HoMES or TH£ FACULTY Ar<D LocAL BoAJU> 
l'no• t.S1>0R H. L. McALISTER 
Denn of College 
MISS ANNIE R. STORTS 
Dean or Women 
HoMER L CRtcc 
English 
A.B., Mercer University. 1912: Instructor 
in English, Mercer Uni' ers1ty: Ouachita Col-
lege since 1913. 
IRA )ULIAN GAINES. A.B. 
Professor of Latin and Creek, A.B., 
Georgetown College. 1902: Principal High 
Schools, Kentucky, 1902- 1908 ; Graduate 
Student in Creek. University of Cincinnati one 
semester, 1906: Graduate Student, University 
of Chicago, summers 1906-'08-'09-'1 0; Pro-
fessor of Latin and Creek. Shurtleff College, 
Ill inois, 1908-'10: Professor of Latin and 
Creek. Ouaduta College since 191 0. 
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joHN GARDNER LtLE 
P rofessor of Htstory and Economtcs 
A.B.. Ouachita College. 1889; A.M .. 
Ouachita College, 1892: Summer Cour~. Bay 
View {Michigan) Umver~tly, 1890: Summer 
Course, Uni,ersity of Vtrgtnta. 1892; Princi-
pal. H illsboro (Arkansas) Academy. 1889-
1890 ; P rofessor in Ouachtta College, 1890-
1895; President. Central College, 1895- 190 I ; 
Attorney-at-Law, 190 1- 19 12; Profwor H is-
tory and Economics. Ouachita College, stnce 
1912. 
jAMI.S Sr.111 CoMP£RE 
Professor of Bible and Biblical Literature 
A.B., Ouachita College. 190 I: Th.M .• 
Southern Baptist rheological Seminary: Mis-
sionary to Africa, 1905- 1909; Pro fessor of 
Bible and Biblical l .iterature. Ouachita Col-
lege. since 191 2. 
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P~o. I'EH l~.LLAR!) 
Mtss WtNNtE. TtMMONS 
Romanic and Germanic Language 
A.B .• B.S. m Ed .. A.M .• Um,crs•ty of 
Missouri; Phi Bela Kappa, fir~l five; Holder 
of Scholarship in Romance Language, Um-
versity of Missouri; Student in Pam of 
L 'Abbe Rousilot and Mme. St. Gene~ and 
at the Alliance Francaise and the Sorbonne, 
191 1-1912; P rofessor Romanic and Ger-
mamc Language, Ouachita College, ~inct 
1912. 
Business Manager and Dean Preparatory 
Department 
A.B., Mercer University, 1886; President 
of John GibKon Insti tute, Georgia; Superin-
tendent of Schools at Ell>erton and Commerce. 
Georgia; Bu~meM Mnnl'tge• and Dean Pre-
paratory Department. Ouachita College. 1913. 
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MISS VERA CARTf:.R jAMESON 
Librarian and Assistant in Latin 
MoRLf:.Y JENNINGS 
Athletic D irector and Assistant in Mathemalics 
A. B., Albion College. 1909; B.S.. A. & 
M. College. Mississippi, 1912: Ouachita Col-
lege since 191 2. 
A.B.. Cox College, College P ark, Ga.; 
Chautauqua, New York: Latin Teacher, 
Shorter Academy. Rome, Ga., 191 0-19 13. 
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jESSE ISAAC AYERS 
Chem1stry and Philosophy 
Ph.D .• Rochester Umversity; P rofessor in 
Georgetown College, Ky.; P rofessor in Car- / 
son and Newman College: Co-President, 
Brownsville College, Tennessee. 
Mtss MARY Eom t WoRK, B.S. 
Domestic Science and Biology 
Graduate Denison University; T wo terms at 
Johns H opkins H otpilal Trammg School; 
Graduate and Post Graduate of New York 
Chautauqua School. 
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0 N SERVATOl\Y 
Director Livingston Harvey Mitchell 
A tree is known by its fruits and so Ouachita's Conservatory of Fine Arts is judged 
by the quality of work it does and by the success o f its students in all parts of the coun-
try. That it is no longer an experiment, but a proven success. goes without saying and 
we have only to d irect your attention to the large hosts of graduates who have gone out 
from its walls and to the successful careers they have established and are establishing 
for themselves. 
The man to whom much credit is due for the progress made in this department is 
the Director. L. H. Mitchell, who has had charge of the department for the past four 
years. That Prof. Mitchell is particularly adapted to his work is evidenced by the 
care with which he has chosen his training and the degree of earnestness he has mani-
fested in taking advantage of every available opportunity by which be may become more 
efficiently prepared for his work. H is early training was under Adolph Koelling of 
the C hicago Musical College. Later he studied with Emil Liebling. taking also a 
special course in the Virgil Clavier School. His summer vacations have been given 
largely to study. In 19 1 0 he was in Paris studying piano with Moszkowski and theory 
with E mil Schwartz. In 1913 he studied in Berlin under the successful piano peda-
gogue. M ayer-Mahr. 
Aside from having a most thorough knowledge of music and a very successful 
method of teaching, ProL M itchell is a likable man, and one whom the whole school 
admires. His congenial disposition and attractive personality are felt by every one and 
one feels as though life is more worth living for having come in contact with him, and 
having !hared with h :m his ever abundant supply of optimism. 
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I'ROI £~~011 LIVINCSJON H. MITC~I£11 .. 
J)j u•rlor of I he Conservatory 
MISS MATTIE WHITE 
Piano and H armony 
]AMES WILLIAM TAYLOR 
Instructor in Piano and Harmony 
Special Student of P1ano w1th !-errata, 
1898-1903; A.B .. Furman Universaty, 1901, 
Diploma in Music from Brenon Conser~atory, 
1902; Student National Con~ervatory of 
Music, New York City, 1902-'03: Spec1al 
Student of Max !picker, Gustoy Becker. Henry 
T. Fink, New York City; Studied Ill Berlin, 
Germany, 1906. with Eelav; Director of 
Music, Simmons College, Abeline. rexas, 
1906-'08; Studied in Pans. F ranee, 1908, 
with Phillipp; Instructor of Piano and Har-
mony. Ouachita College. since 1908. 
Graduate in Piano with honors at Ouachita, 
'I I : Special Student of Emil Liebling, sum-
mer 'I I ; Teacher Piano, Ouachita. ' 12. 
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/ 
M1ss ALMA FoRSY111E 
Violin, Piano, Harmony and Counterpoint 
Violin at Illinoi~ College Conservatory w1th 
Mr. Willy Kuhne and Mr. Ferdinand Huhert-
soen; Received Teacher· s Certificate 10 1908, 
and Diploma in 1909; Three years in post-
graduate work in violm with W. E. Kr1tch ; 
Piano at Illinois College Conservatory w1th 
Mrs. Helen Agus Bullard and Edmund Mun-
ger ; Teacher's Certificate in 1912; Mus1cal 
H istory with Edmund Munger; Theory, Har-
mony. Counterpoint, Canon, Fugue and Com-
position with W. E. Kritch; Taught for three 
years. 1909- 1912, in Illinois College Con· 
servatory. 
M1s~ B~RTttA Eu/ .ABF..TH P ERRYMAN 
Voice 
Graduate and P ost-graduate of Highland 
P ark Conservatory; Pupil or Dr. James Roach, 
Frederick Vance Evans; Private Studio in 
Iowa; Judson College, Alabama; Ouachita 
College. 
Mrss EuNrC£ GwvN R EEs 
Expression 
Mrss ArLEEN H ARALSON 
Assistant Vo1ce Department 
Graduated in Voice, Ouachlla College, 
19 10; Special Student of Wm. C lair Hall, 
summers of 1912 and 19 13; Ass1stant 10 
Voice, Ouachita College, since 19 10. 
Graduate Morse School of Expression, St. 
Louis, Missouri. 
MISS KATE joRDAI'. 
M1ss Luci LE SIIELBY 
Art 
Pupil or M rs. Blanche Schneider, Miss Ger-
trude Estahooks, Mrs. A. A. F1aLee. Chicago, 
Illinois: ProL ]. Allen Shuffrey, Oxrord, Eng 
land; Prof. Lou1s Schunzel, Dresden. Ger-
many; Art Department. Hardin College, Mi~­
souri; Little Rock. Arkansas; Ouach1ta Col· 
lege. 
Librarian and Assistant 10 Expression 
Expression wilh honors, Ouachita College, 
1912; Music. Ouachita College. 19 12; B.M .• 
Ouachita College, 191 3; Pupil in P iano of 
H arold Von Mickivity; Pupil in Expression of 
May julia Riley, Bush Temple Conservatory, 
Ch1cago; O uachita College since 191 3. 
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Ouachita Conservatory 
Perhaps some of us in the rush of our school life accept as a matter of course many 
of our privileges and blessings. Fancy after leaving here to have no memories of that 
conglomeration of sounds from the practice rooms mingling with your dreams of the 
beautiful campus and the shade of our classic trees. l:.liminate the recollections of the 
student recitals. the college plays and operettas and does it not leave a big empty place? 
Often in later years will come the memory of some rousing song Ill chapel or on the 
field led by our loyal Conservatory girls. Give Rowers then to the living; appreciate 
us while we are here. 
The year that has passed was a good one for our Conservatory-the enrollment of 
new students showed a larger number of advanced students than ever before in our 
hi$tory. Graduates from the conservatories and mature students have come to us to 
better equip themselves for success in their profession. 
Our regular students' recitals have been maintained, and two faculty recitals have 
been given. W e have had several praiseworthy concerts by the companies of our lecture 
course-among them a recital by Carl Beutel, an excellent pianist and lecturer. 
Our Conservatory faculty has four new members this year. Miss Shelby of the 
Art Department is generally conceded to be the best artist our school has ever had. 
Miss Perryman in the Voice Department is rapidly winning hcr$elf a place in the hearts 
of the people of the school and town. Miss Rees, at the head of the Expression De-
partment, came to us from the same school as her predecessor, M iss Barnes. She has 
taken up and carried on the work that fell from Miss Barnes' efficient hands and as her 
assistant has had the help of Miss Jordan, a Ouachita graduate who is doing her full 
share to help Miss Rees keep up the standard of our Expression D epartment. 
T he Art Department 
"LooK WITHOUT!" 
Behold the beauty of the day. the shout of color to glad color- rocks and trees, 
and sun and sea. and wind and sky I All these are Cod's expression, Art-works of 
His hand, which men must love, ere they can understand." 
It is the eye and the heart of the Painter that puts into these familiar things the 
beauty which charms us. Perhaps that is why the art room at Ouachita is such an inter· 
esting place. Each girl in the department is working at art because she loves it. And 
because the students love their work they are accomplishing great things. Under the 
supervision of Miss Shelby, we feel that the Art Department has attained a higher 
degree of excellence than ever before in the history of the College. 
The first year students who work at charcoal. as well as the water-color and oil 
students. are earnestly striving to express beauty in their work and to interpret life and 
color, uninfluenced by the manner and thought of others. The students who are making 
china decoration a specialty, are working for beauty and variety in their designs. The 
class in free hand drawing. meeting one hour a week, i:l a large and interesting one. The 
members work at still life. nature. flowers and fruit. 
Taken as a whole, the art department at Ouachita is developing a gift. the power 
of ~eeing beauty in little things, for: 
"How beautiful common things can be: 
How Heaven may be glimpsed through a wayside tree: 
The gift of an arltst's eye!" 
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The Dramatic Club 
Under the Management of Miss Rees 
OFFICERS 
Presidenl.. __ _ 
Vice President.. ................... ··················-························-··--...... - ······· ·--· • 
WtNNIFRED L EWIS 
.... OTELA GILLISPIE 
Secretary and Treasurer 
Winni fred Lewis 
Allred Tatum 
Annette Canon 
Glenn Kirkland 
Lela Courson 
Lucille Carroll 
Clair Smith 
...... CLAIR SMITH 
Marie Love 
john Lewis 
Otela Gillispie 
The year of 1912- 13 saw the birth of the Dramatic Club of Ouachita College, the 
year 1914 sees it in the glory of its youth, the year 1914-15 will see it- but we must 
stop now as time alone can tell the glorious results that will be obtained through this club. 
Just before Tbanksgiving, as the Athletic Association of the College was handi-
capped by a debt. The dramatic club was called upon for assistance. A play was 
given, "College Town," which was a great success. 
A later play, "The Kingdom of Heart's Content." given for the bene6t of the 
Ouachitonian mel with no less approval, and by the comments made upon the actors 
each one flattered himself that he was not considered a mere amateur. 
Throughout the year the members of this dub showed a willingness at aU times to 
do their part. and under the leadership of Miss Rees. maintained the high standard, and 
left as a memory their work of 19 14. 
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BusiNess 
B. ARTIIUR STOVALL 
Business Department 
University of Texas ; Allen Manual Train-
ing School; Bradley Polytechnic Institute; Di-
rector Manual Training and History City 
Schools, St. Petersburg. Fla.; Director Man-
ual Training, Houston, Texas; President Mc-
Kinney. Texas, Business College; Director 
Manual Training, Waxahachie, Texas. 
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The Business College R oaster 
~==------------
NAM E. 
jack Hurley 
Rube Zellars 
Jay Toland 
1 AILMENT j_ NEE~I ___ w_H_AT THEY TH INK _ _ _ 
I 
Molasse' I "Rice·· 
Deplorable Icon· 
ing towards fairt!r
1 
A ''Wheeler' 
lell 
The M. D. & G . needs a Sunday train. 
I 
The shortest way anywhere is by the Bennett 
Houte. 
J"Tango"i tis 
B.uhfulness 
A balky horse is accommodDting betides thia 
A "Wood·yard" old arithmetic. 
A nop every 
afternoon I ou11ht io have Junoor Privileges. 
Same as Jay Toland. Allen Gannaway Sm1l~ I A "Fuu"y 
J Nervous break· 
B B B .1 down due to over A date occ:as1on· A trip to Wales next summer would be ~:ood 
• • 
81 cy apphcatlon of ally for my health. 
I 
SeniOr privileg~s I 
. To be free r rom c~re and go to classes when }<H! Toland T nsonometry A md1tary step nothing else interferes. 
Beu Thompson 
Dolly Saxon 
Virginia 
Kuykenda ll 
I 
Ball Fever 
Giggl~ 
Blushes I A "Fly" 
1 Anti - Insomnia 
A ''Spark" 
More Pickles 
Pink Pills for 
Pale People 
A " Muse" 
1 
A Speedometer 
Oh how full of thorru is this working day 
world. 
jt wonder where os. 
The weath~r hen: 11 a sort of a spnnkler system 
operate 10 the mterest of the umbrella trust. 
!" G ather them in for there it yet room." 
We marble people cannot be damaged by 
or dynamite. but you ooft heart. are wrung 
Ja wet towel. 
love 
like 
(To be continued on our next) 
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IMJTILTI TA}R_Y 
STARKEY Y. BRIT"I 
Commandant and Professor of Military 
Science and Tactics 
T welve years' active service. Lieutenant 
and Staff Spanish War and Philippine Insur· 
rection, 1898-190 I : One and one-half years' 
active field service; Congressional medal for 
serv1ce m Philippines; Graduate and P ost 
Graduate Officers' Garrison School, Fort 
Terry. N. Y .• 1904-05: Retired for di~ability 
incurred in line of duty. 1907; Law two and 
one-half years. National Univer~ity, Washing-
ton. D. C.; Civics and Psychology. Harvard 
U niversity, 1907; University of California, 
1908: I .aw. University of M ichigan. 1909: 
Detailed by War Department for duty at 
Ouachita College, 191 I. 
THE OuACHITA BAND 
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COMMISSIONED OFFICERS 
C. C. Tobey Jr .. Coplain Co. B. 
Corporal Co. B. 1909-10. 
Serg~ant Co. B, 1910-11. 
Firsl Sergeanl Co. B. 1911-12. 1912- lJ. 
Second Lieulenant Co. B, 1913. 
Captain Co. B, 1913- 14. 
j. E. Berry. Caplain Co. A. 
Chief Mus1c1an Band, 1911-12. 1912-13. 
Second Lieulenant Co. A, 1913. 
Captain Co. A, 1913-14. 
N. B. Daniel. Captain Co. C. 
Corporal Co. B, 191 1- 12. 
Sergeant Co. B. 1912-13. 
Second L1eutenanl Co. B. 1913. 
Capta1n Co. C, 1913-14. 
C. E. Heckler, Captain-Adjulont. 
Corporal Co. B. 1911 -12. 
Sergeanl Co. B. 1912-13. 
Captain-Adjutant, Slaff, 1913-14. 
M. R. Owen•. First Lieutenanl Co. C. 
Corporal Co. B, 1912-13. 
Sergeant Co. B. 1912-13. 
Second Lieutenanl Co. B. 1913. 
First Lieulenant Co. C. 1913-14. 
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J. G. Lewis. Firsl Lieutenanl Co. B. 
Corporal Co. B. 1910-11. 
Sergeant Co. B. 1911 -12, 1912-13. 
Second Lieutenant Co. B. 1913. 
First Lieulenant Co. B. 1913-14. 
M. G. Orr, Ftrsl Lieutenanl Co. A. 
Corporal Co. A, 1912-13. 
Second Lieulenant Co. I\, 1913. 
First Lieutenanl Co. A. 1913-14. 
C. Hooper. Second Lieutenant, Co. A. 
Corporal Co. A, 1912- 13. 
Sergeant Co. A. 1912- 13. 
Second Lieutenant Co. A. 1913-14. 
J. E. Ne,ghbors. Second L1eutenant, Co. C. 
Chief Musician Band, 1912- 13. 
Second Lieutenant Co. C, 1913-14. 
j. S. F1sb. Second Lieutenant, Slaff. 
Corporal Co. B. 1911 -12. 
Sergeanl Co. B. 1912-13. 
Second Lieutenanl, Slalf. 1913-14. 
B. S. Jacluon, Second L•eulenanl. Co. B. 
Corporal Co. B. 1911-12. 
Sergeant Co. B. 1912- 13. 
Second Lieutenant Co. B. 1913-14. 
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Pret~dcnt Board of Trustees 

H. L MusE 
MARGARET CRAWFORD 
Editors-in-Chief 
w. R. BROOKSilER. ]R. 
joH N G. LEWIS 
Business Managers 
ELLA ADAMS 
RuBY MIDDLEBROOK 
Art Committee 
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THE RIPPLI:S STAFF 
Ministerial Association 
A philosopher of ancient Greece was the first to give expression to the well known 
law. "[n unity there is strength." With this in view the ministerial association of 
Ouachita was organized. 
We are here to be benefited in every way possible. by which we may be better 
servants or our Savior. Because of this need and desire. the members ol tbe associat;ou 
meet weekly and discuss Biblical subjects and other topics which are calculated to 
strengthen us for service. The benefits thus obtained are numerou$, but the most helpful 
ones are the social, intellectual and spiritual. 
justice demands that we say that the association is finishing the most successful year 
of its career. The altendance has been remarkably better, and an interest along every 
line has been demonstrated faT in advance of that of any previous year. The programs 
havt been interesting and vitalizing; frequently have our souls been quickened and 
mountain peaks in spiritual experience have been reached. But, thankful for what we 
have accomplished this year, we renew our courage and are determined to make the 
association better still next year. 
President 
C. Hooper 
G.]. McNew 
G. E. Jones 
OFFICERS 
Vice President 
B. L. Bridges 
R. F. Nanny 
]. F. Queen 
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Secretary 
A A DuLaney 
F. H. Ward 
H. A Ball 
N.D. H. 
i.Lrt U 3.~/.RY 
0 ' 1" ITt, U. r'HfiT UHIVEfiSI TY 
The Bowers Baraca Class 
Christian manhood is a fundamental requisite for noble service m life. 
The Bowers Baraca Class is endeavoring to leach and carry out the principles of 
Ch1istian manhood, by the edification of the mind and the deepening of the soul. Tht 
work is vital and far-reach;ng and vibrates, with telling tffecl, throughout the entire 
student body. 
Miss Storts. the teacher of the class, is the leader and life of the work. She is untir-
mg in her efforts, and, in her lectures and character, she is, veritably, an exponent of 
Christian love and service. Through the inAuence of her talks, from time to Lime, many 
have openly confessed Jesus Chnst as their Savior, thereby grasping a different. yet a 
brighter and more everlasting view of ltfe. 
The class now ha! a member~hip of about forty boys. who are interested in tht 
work. and who are holding up. before the ~tudent body. an example of Christian serv1ce 
and devotjon. The four presidents for I 9 I 3-14 are as follows: B. B. Bailey, Jr •• 
J. H. Holeman, l. F. Moose. and J. C. Lewis. 
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The Wallis Baraca Class 
The Wallis Baraca Class has continued to fill its place in the life and work of 
the student body, and together with the college it has done much to round out the ideal 
man; the physical. the mental and the spiritual. 
We were unable to have with us this year, Dr. Wallis, our former teacher. W e 
were fortunate. however, in securing the services of Prof. Grice, of the English Depart-
ment, who, with Mr. Owens, our Assistant teacher. has brought us some very interesting 
and instructive les~ons. 
The attendance has been exceptionally good, considering that many of our clas!> 
are young ministers. who are frequently away filling their appointments. The work, as a 
whole, has been good and the Baracas have always been found faithful in their duties 
to the church. 
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The Ouachita Christian Association 
The Young Women's Christian Association of Ouachita College is taking a deep 
interest in relig'ous affairs. Their programs are both useful and helpful. and every 
Wednesday night's meeting is attended by a large number of girls who put their hearts 
and souls into whatever subject is studied. An example of the interest taken is the 
following account: 
On the 18th of February at the Wednesday night ml!eting of our Christian Associa-
tion we took for the ~cnpture reading the ever enjoyable "Beatitudes." The girls were 
a~ked to give their favorite Beatitude and also the reason why she chose tha t one. 
Among tbose who volunteered it seemed that their favorites were-"Ble~sed are the 
peaccmaker3, for they shall be called the children of God." ar.d ' Bl<:;s~d are the pu:e 
in heart. for they ~hall see God.'' 
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SOCILTI[,S 
)-{ ll.O M. .1\_'f r{ ( J\.N 
SOCIETY. 
-·-

Presidents 
Serretaries 
Philomathean Society 
CoLORs-Orange and White 
FLOWER-American Beauty Rose 
Mono-Nisi t..tile est quod facimus stulta gloria est. 
OFFICERS 191 3-14 
]. S. Fish. ]. £. Neighbors, j. E. Berry, j. G. Lewis 
A W. Tatum, H. C. Harris, C. F. Wilkins, C. Munn 
l. .. ooking back o'er the achitvements of history, we are impres!ed with the fact 
that all the Illustrious events in the progress of the human race cluster around a relatively 
small number of great epochs. The reason for this is not necessarily that one age has 
excelled another in the activity of its people, nor that men in one age have unconsciously 
wrought marvels for civilization. Those periods of history were greatest in which the ideal 
was service to mankind. when men realized that "Unless what we do is useful the glory 
is vain." Such is the motto inscribed on the Philomathean bar.ner; such is the motto 
instilled in the minds of the hundreds of Philomatheans who have gone out into the 
realms ol fame. 
The name of our society is suggestive of the character of students who constitute 
our organi.~:ation-"Lovers of Learning." It is thus more easily understood why 
Philomatheans have always been the undisputed leaders in the literary life at Ouachita; 
why it is that during the present year all foUJ of the men who are to represent the college 
in its two debates are Philomatheans. We believe in work, and we pursue our studies 
with the firm conviction that in the "Majority" of instances st rong men are produced 
by work, taking courage also in the belief that "merit'' will win. 
Though we stress literary work, we do not believe in a one-sided man. ln the 
Military Department nine of the eleven commissioned officers are Philomathcans. The 
pre~ident of •he Athletic Association: every manager of athletic aclivities in the college; 
al'rl -· v• the stars on the var~ity football team.-are all loyal "PHI LOS." 
We detest the boastful ~pirit in any one, and what has been satd, we feel. is but 
proper justice to all concerned. And so. in rehearsing these events, our desire is not that 
they may become a worshipped feti~h. the lauded record of bygone days lo our society, 
but that they may prove a beacon-light to nobler aspiration, to more honest endeavor. to 
greater achtevement among the student body of Ouachita College. 
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A lpha Kappa Literary Society 
Organized I 886 
COLORS: Green and C old FLOWER: Marechal Neil Rose 
MOTTO: "Beauty and Truth" 
ALPHA KAPPA SOCIAL CALENDAR December 6 
December I) . 
january 10 .. 
January 17 
January 24 
January J l 
February 7 
February 14 
February 21 
(For F irst Two Tetms) 
)cplemb«.r 21 Old Cirla' Program 
Seplem~r 28 .Socoety llialory 
Oc1ob«.r 4 Fiut DaY' at Ouaehota 
Octo~r II _ ... .. .. Current Events 
October 18 M t&cellaneous Proaram 
October 25 Noted W onten 
November I ShakeJpear" 
Novemb~r 8 ................. .. j oint Program 
November 15......... ............ Southern Wrilers F cbruary 28 .... 
March 7... 
March 14 ..... 
November 22 ................. New Cirla' Proaram 
November 29............................ ... Football 
Amy. Arnold 
Anna Alford 
Agnes Bush 
Gertrude Bradsher 
Willie Barrow 
Helen Cook 
Lucile Carroll 
Margaret Crawford 
Annie Lou Cargile 
Lela Courson 
Robert Carpenter 
j osephine Compere 
Jewel Cox 
Caddo Caldwell 
Esther Kolb 
Mamie Dean Cone 
Nellie Calhoun 
Cecil Carson 
Lee Barrow 
Hazel Bradley 
Eula Borum 
Grace Burrows 
.Florence Dawson 
Alice Dismukes 
Cleo Donegan 
Pauline Edwards 
Clara Emery 
Lula Goddard 
Mary Finger 
Patti Flanagin 
Kathleen Flora 
Mellie Fish 
Ollie Goodlet 
Eleanor Gramberry 
Maude Henderson 
Inez H amiJton 
Eunice Hamliton 
Jewel Holwell 
Bertie Haskins 
Eula Lee Hunter 
Irene Hawkins 
Glenn Kirkland 
W innifTed Lewis 
Cathron Lee 
Ruth Lite 
Marie Love 
J essie Landrum 
Ruby Middlebrook 
Florence Moore 
Della M cKnight 
Mattie Munn 
D orothy McNutt 
Lela Merrill 
Myrtle Mabry 
Jewel Melton 
Lacy Mannaban 
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. F ricndship 
Chrostmas 
,_ ....... _ ............. F asbions 
.. ...................... Love 
..... _ ..... ... ...... japan 
Joinl Program D rama 
. . . ..... Housekeeping 
Valentine Celebration 
• Corinnean.s Entertained 
with Colonial Tea 
. .. -··· ................... H ostory 
A merican Lilerl\lurc 
M isnl Proaram 
D ell Van Natkl 
Barbara Negley 
Ena Powell 
A lma Southerland 
Lois Stovall 
Bessie Thompson 
Lutile Turner 
Carrie T eaguc 
Floy Vestal 
Sallie Lou Wilson 
E lizabeth Wilson 
Celeba Wheeler 
Iva Welters 
Ida Mae Westbrook 
.Jessie W oodyard 
Gladys Woodyard 
Lucile Young 
Ruby Fish 
Sallie Barrow 
Alma Brown 
F oresl Favor 
Georgia Stuart 
Lettie Robertson 
Monique Goyne 
Donie Sullivan 
Dorothy Hay 
Carmcta Sanders 
Verda Wilbourn 

eorinntan 

Hermesian Society 
Back of every good institution there glows the radium of an ideal; the spirit which 
dwells in the souls of men and impels them to evolve products of their higher selves. The 
Hermesian Society is the Gibraltar behind which a congenial convention of Ouachita 
men stand, draw taut their bows of purpose, and aim arrows of achievement at the treas-
ure castles of the skies. The Hermesian Society is one of the giant reflectors of Ouachita 
College which throws a shaft of light into the berg~beridden sea of the future aiding her 
pilots to steer into ports of safety without disaster. 
Theirs is a quest after the ideal, a seeking after truth, and an effort to take into 
their mental storehouses the good things that are of first aid on the pilgrimage of life. 
Theirs is an organization of eager, enthusiastic students bound together with ties of friend-
ship, striving for the realization of those things for which every ambitious college man 
yearns--the acquirement of poise and personality in public speaking, and the forming 
of friendship with men of action. "By their fruits ye shall know them" is proof positive 
of the worth of men and institutions. 
Is Hermesianism fruitful of good? Hermesians have certainly enlisted in O uachita's 
cause in the past-that is gratitude, the most blessed impulse of man. In the battle-
front of this institution (Ouachita), on forum and athletic field stand heroes who lead 
the way. Two out of three wear the courageous colors, Red and White. As they 
point their swords forward the line moves and herculean tasks are accomplished. The 
battle cry which rises like the famous old "Rebel Yell'' is "Nil Cedendum," which 
means NEYER YIELD, or rather. OVERCOME. That quality of leadership, so 
much sought for, so much desired, and so lacking in most people, is the predominating 
characteristic of H ermesianism. Years come and go, college generations spring up, 
Rourish and pass out into the world to enter the knighthood of life, but like Tennyson's 
brook. we go on forever. The spirit of Nil Cedendum is suffocating for him who has the 
asthma of inertia. We want workers. Investigate us, you who contemplate entering 
Ouachita in the future. Our cry echoes forward, reverberates into the future. We 
dare to dream, because dreams are the beams which cleave the track of life ahead, and 
we would always follow the light that leads. 
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Corinnean Literary Society 
Soon after Ouachita was founded, the Junior and Senior girls organized the Alpha 
Kappa Literary Society. Two years later the younger girls became interested in this 
work and as they were not eligible to the Alpha Kappa Society, they decided to organize 
one for themselves. Accordingly several of the leading girls got together, elected officers. 
and appointed a committee to write the constitution and by-laws for their society. Thu& 
was the Corinnean Literary Society organized. The name was chosen from "Corinne." 
De Stael's admirable character. judge Crawford was asked to write the constitution 
and by-laws, and he. with few suggestions from the committee, formulated the constitu-
tion which, with few changes and additions, is used today. The flower chosen for the 
!ociety was the Easter Lily, and the motto, ''Purity and W omanliness." Girls began 
work enthusiastically. The firsl President was Coy Dale (now Mrs. Fordyce). Other 
charter members were Sallie Williams, Effie McCallum and Lizzie Williams. Mrs. 
Estelle Blake was the Adviser, and it was to her that the girls went with their problems 
and difficulties. 
For a year or two, as a girl became a Junior, she left the Corinnean Society and 
joined the Alpha Kappa. But with hard work came society spirit and love. and soon 
Corinneans were unwilling to leave their society. It was when jennie Compere and 
joe Patton were ] uniors that the motto that all Corinneans know and love was begun-
" Once a Corinnean, Always a Corinnean." These girls, without stirring up hard feel-
ing~. remained in this soc;ety. Others followed their lead and a year or two later the 
Corinnean Society was no longer a "preparatory society"-a training school for the 
Alpha Kappa. but she was on an equal basis with her older sister. 
Naturally. rivalry sprung up, but it was the rivalry that stimulated ambition, and 
the girls in each society worked to surpass in both Literary and Conservatory departments. 
Corinneans are proud of the name they bear, they are proud of the girls that have 
gone out of the dear old Hall into the world-they are proud of the record that these 
girls have made. Corinneans have from the beginning won a liberal share of the honors. 
But since 1905 actual statistics show that in 1905 six out of seven honors given to girls, 
were won by Corinneans. In 1906 three of the six (ell to Corinneans. and in 1907 
five oul of six. In 1908 only four honors were offered to girls-Corinneans won two 
of these while each of the other two societies won one. The next year, I 909, only three 
honors were won by girls. One was won by each society. 
In 1910 ten out of the eleven honors were won by Corinneans and in 191 1, eleven 
of the thirteen fell to Corinneans. Of the eight contestants sent to Little Rock in 191 0 
and 191 I six were Corinneans. In I 91 3 four of the five honors fell to Corinnean 
Seniors. 
It was in 191 0 that class honors were specially called alten1ion to. Ln this year 
honors were won by Effie Goodgame. in 191 I Flossie Singleton won for the Corio-
neans. In 1912 Alice Patterson tied with two others. while in 1913 Alma Patterson 
and Ruth Cowling had the highest records. 
But it is not only of our record that Corinneans are proud. We are proud of our 
motto, we are proud of the work we do. We boast of the most strictly parliamentary 
business meeting of any society at Ouachita. 
Above all we are ambitious. We not only strive to live up to the record that our 
sisters have made for us, but we long to surpass, to make each year a better year. to 
send out girls w;1h ideals nobler and characters stronger for having had as their motto, 
"Purity and Womanliness." 

Oratorical Contest 
Owing to certain difficuJtie3 which were strictly unavoidable the Inter-Society Ora-
torical Contest between the Hermesian and Philomathean Literary Societies was not held 
before the Ouachitonian went to press. All that could be said in reference to the contest 
could only be prophecy. 
The contest as it is staged now will be held on the I 7th of April. On the eve 
of that day, with Society spirit reigning high, each follower of their motto will assemble 
in the auditorium with voices tuned to the occasion, and ready to support their repre-
sentative in the battle for victory. 
Much enthusiasm will be shown when Mr. Nichols of the Hermesian Society and 
Mr. Owens of the Philomathean appear on the stage. The whole audience will be in 
an up roar of yells and songs until the chairman arises to present the first speaker, who 
will be Mr. Nichols, who will speak on "The Nation's Growth," and with a send off 
of ''H. L. S.," the old battle cry of Hermes, he will rise to deliver his oration. Imme-
diately following this elegant proclamation a musical number will break the monotony 
of contest yells and songs. Then Mr. Owens will be presented, who will speak on 
"The Signs of the Times," arising to the tune of "Hokie Pokie," the old battle cry 
heard from many voices, and will deliver his masterpiece. 
Before he has finished, many opinions and decisions will have been made, till at 
last the real decision will be brought forward amid eager hearts and announced in favor 
of-the future will decide. 
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Home Economics Department 
This department is designed to meet the needs of girls who desire a knowledge of 
the principles of " Home-making" and their practical adaptation to home life. At present, 
owing to lack of funds and equipment for further growth, the course consists of only two 
years' work whjch includes lectures, recitations and laboratory work. The texts used for 
study are the books published by the American School of H ome Economics, and will 
be used throughout the entire course. 
We believe "that righ• living should be the fourth 'R' in education; that home-
making should be regarded as a profession; that on the home foundation is built all that 
is good in state or individual: that the spending of money is as important as the earning 
of money: that the most profitable, the most interesting study for woman is the home, for 
in it center all the issues of life and that the study of home problems may be made of 
no less cultural value than the study of art or literature and of much more immediate 
value. " 
The department opened with an enrollmt-nt of seventeen members in the fall term. 
Four did nol return after Christmas. Two new members were added to the class after 
the holidays. Four of the girls having had considerable study elsewhere, wiU be gradu-
ated from the department this year. T wo other girls deterve honorable mention-Miss 
Bess Bu~~ell and Miss Gertrude Calhoun. For various reasons thev are not permitted 
to enter the grac:luatimz class, but they are takin~~: a teacher's courst- offered by the Ameri-
can School of H ""'e Ecoromic! as well as the course offered here. and will receive 
certificates to teach. 
FIRST YEAR 
SEWtNC-H and sewing to master stitches, use o f patterns and the cutting and 
making of simple undergarments by hand. 
CooKINC-Fundamental principles of cooking. care of kitchen, utensils, etc. 
BACfERIOLOGY. 
PREF'ARI!'\G AND SERVING OF MEALS. 
SECOND YEAR 
CoOKII\.G-Study of the essentials of dietetics in health and disease and the making 
of dietaries. 
H ousr.r roLO CHU.11STRY. 
HousErrOLD HYGIENE AND SANITATION. 
H oME NuRSING. 
S£WINC-0rafting and the making of dresses and other outer ~arments. 
TF.XTILES. 
The requirements for matriculation are a complete high school education or its 
academic equivalent. 
Young Ladies' Home 
The ahove shows a group of girls on the front steps of the Young Ladies' H ome. 
The majority of the girls' rooms are in this building on the first and second floors. On 
the first floor also is the dining hall and on the third a large, well equipped gymnasium. 
The Conservatory a lso contains rooms for the girls though the first floor is given over 
entirely for the studios. There is no inconvenie(\Ce because of separate buildings for 
the two are connected by a large bridge-way. 
The influence of a home-life as is had here has much to do in bringing out the best 
and in giving opportunity for self-development to the girls. Everything that is conducive 
to a helpful. happy environment is placed around them, and the jolly group above are 
typical Ouachita girls. 
MRS. IDA PtiiLLIPS 
Matron Young Ladtes' Home. Ouachtla 
College. since 1912. 
M1ss MARY E.oJTJJ WonK, B.S. 
Nurse and Domestic Science 
Graduate Denison Universi ty; Two terms at 
johns H opkins I lospital Training School: 
Graduate and Post-graduate of New York 
Chautauqua School of Nursing. 
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MoRLEY ]ENNINCS 
Athletic Director 
A.B .. Albion College; B.S .. A. & M. Col-
lege, Mississippi; Athletic Director, Ouachita 
College, since 1912. 
Football 
From Lhe ringing of the gong on Thanksgiving Day, of the fall 1912, which 
marked the close of that season, Ouachita. her friends 'lnd supporters, anticipated and 
worked towards a team that should. in 191 3, be strongest and best ever representing her; 
that should surpass the records of all her other football learns; and one that should l>e 
Lhe best in the state. Nor were these anticipations unfounded. 
School opened on September 20th and immediately football aspirants were to be 
$CeO each evening on the A. U. Williams field, going through the preliminary practices 
of tackling. kicking, falling on the ball. passing, etc .• necessary to harden and train them 
for a strenuous football season. 
Many of the regulars of 19 12's team were missing. To take their places, however. 
Ouachita was blessed with a wealth of material entering college from high schools and 
training schools over the stale. Seven of the old men returned and these formed a rich 
nucleus around which to build the 19 13 machine. 
As Ouachita was represented by the strongest team in her history, it was fitting that 
they should play a schedule superior. both in number of games and in quality of teams. 
to any heretofore. Opening the season on October 3rd with the Monticello Aggies. 
meeting through the sea!on L. I. L both at Ruston and on the campus, Mississippi Col-
lege, Shreveport Centenary, Oklahoma State Normal. University of Arkansas, eodine 
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with the University of Missinippi on Turkey Day, Ouachita had eight games, all against 
strong teams. l n these she was victorious in four, played two scoreless ties, and was 
defeated twice. 
We are proud of our football team: of the team as a whole and of each individual 
on it. They worked and labored faithfully, day after day, throughout the steady irk-
some grind of a football season for the glory and honor of their school. We are indeed 
proud of them. 
CAPT. V. TooEY, R1gh1 Tacld~ ]AY ToLAND. Riaht Half 
VoLMER ToSEY, Right Tackle 
As majestic as the sweep of the Gulf Stream "Smut" Tobey, the "Tiger" Captain, 
touches all the shores of football and leaves there a warmth of enthusiasm and good 
fellowship. The leader of the 1913 machine rounded and polished the quality sports 
of his squad in such a manner that almost perfect harmony pervaded in the ranks of the 
"Tigers." 
This is Volmer's third year, and the time has told. "Smut" will be here again 
next season, and we know what to expect of him. He is medium sized, tinted with a 
bland fini sh that spreads the breeze, and can be identified anywhere by a broad smile. 
He was a good leader because he was liked. 
JAY ToLAND. Right Half-back 
Behold our Captain for 1914. At the general elections held around the banquet 
board soon after Thanksgiving, Jay was elected to pilot the ''Tigers" for next year. 
Jay has played on the Ouachita squad long enough to know how. Two yf!ars as a 
scrub and two more as a half-back have fitted him for his h1ture duties. He knows 
the ups and downs. ins and outs of a football player. 
Our new Captain can promote a good fellowship and direct his team in a business-
like manner, and that's enough for a Captain to know. 1914 will be Jay's last year. 
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Nor should the "Scrubs" be forgotten. Theirs was the task of hardships and 
drudgery in which there was no reward, no laurels, no honor. Whatever success the 
Varsi ty experienced was due to the "Scrubs" more than to any one other factor. We 
are proud of our "Scrubs" and appreciate their assistance in turning out the strongest 
team in the state. 
C. C. TOBEY jR.. Right Tackle jOHN G. Ltwts. Left End 
C. C. TOBEY, ]R., Right Tackle 
Sometimes nature fashions a man from the dust of the earth like unto Falstaff. 
Twenty-two years ago in the city of Arkadelphia there was born Clarence T obey. known 
among his teammates as "Runt." 
H e weighs but a scant 2 I 0 pounds (guess you've read about the high price o I 
beef). Well. Tobey is a valuable asset to a football team. It takes the faith which 
removes mountains to get this big tackle out of the way. 
He was all-state guard in 191 0. The live golden ringlets he wears on his sleeve 
indicate that he has supported the purple and gold for a quintet of seasons. And now 
he is going to graduate. 
joHN C. L E\'(1 15. Left End 
Manager john Lewis. and left end for three seasons, procured a good schedule for 
the ''Tigers" and then assisted them in drubbing the guests. Johnnie is twenty years 
of age; he weighs 150 pounds, and when in an upright position, stands live feel ten inches 
in height. Lewis served two years on the scrubs; then two seasons on the Varsity. He 
dives under interference through pure curiosity. If he is consistent a her graduation he 
will be successful in the lists of love. Lewis bas college spirit, which is gratitude for 
his Alma Mater. He takes an A.B. degree in )une. 
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j. FLETCHER MOOSE, End 
J. F. Moo~. otherwise and pre-eminently known as "Bull Moose," came back 
this season with enough determination to make the "Tiger" team, de~ptte his languor, 
lazily, and love of woman. H e played left end, and occasionally plugged the ptgskin 
for long punts. When Moose takes a notion he plays football, and plays it well-after 
the mann!'r of Ted Coy or H obey Baker--despite his modest wetght of 14S pounds. 
H e ts twenty-three years of age, and will ''skiddoo" in lune when he graduates. 
J. Fu:TCHt.lt Moo.~t. End BRUCE jACKSON, Fult Back 
BRuce. jACKSON, Full-back 
B ruce Jackson, full-back, graduates this year and leaves his /\lma Mater. He 
leaves a football record also which will be envied by coming generations. When the 
all-stale team was selected it was said that Bmce had no close rival for the pos1tion of 
full-back. When he charges a lint! the line gives way for a Ouachita gam. Bruce 
subbed two years and then occupied full-back for hi~ Alma Mater two seasons where 
he made more touchdowns than any two of his teammates. May he hit the trail of life 
as swiftly and hard as he sma~hed the line of oppo$ition. 
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W. R. BROOKSHER, jR .• Quarter-back 
William R. Brooksher. the fighting Fort Smith son subbed at quarter for most of 
the season; but while he was in the game he was a regular. H e weighs I 35 pounds 
ring-side. His height is live feet four inches, just barely tall enough for the army; his 
age, nineteen years. He will graduate in 1915 and attend the Panama Pacific Expo-
sition. 
W. R. BROOKSHER. jR., Quarler B. TOI.ANO. l..eh Tackle 
.. 
BUTLER TOLAND. Left Tackle 
Some are born great, some achieve greatness. and some have greatness thrust upon 
them. Butler has arisen from the horizon of his high school days to the zenith of col-
legiate football all in one season, having been chosen all-state guard. But this big boy 
plays al tackle-and he plays at Iackie. Butler weighs 190 pounds. is 6 full feet in 
height. and is a fast man. Not only is he the pride of the Toland family; he is also 
the rose and expectancy of Ouachita. H e is a Freshman who has just put on long 
trousers. 
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JoE ToLAND, Center 
Some people have a habit of getting into the middle of things. J oe T oland is the 
center of the Ouachita team, and his first year here was successful. 
He is 6 feet 3 inches tall, eighteen years of age and weighs 202 pounds. He is 
a seeker after football knowledge and learns well what he is told. When his youth 
gives way to maturity he will develop into a human landslide. It is not unlikely that 
Joe will be all-stale center in 19 I 4. H e is a Freshman. 
joE TOLAND, unter R. A. HoNEYCUTT, R•ght Gunrd 
R. A. H ONEYCUTT, R ight Guard 
This big right guard is twenty-one years of age, weighs 198 pounds, and is 6 feet 
inch tall. all of which indicates that he has the proportions for a football player and 
a guard. With some former experience on a Prep team and not being hard to teach, 
Coach Jennings transformed him into a pretty good guard ; so good in fact that he was 
a perpetual obstacle to every line-smashing back who tried to run over him. As guards 
live the life of the commonplace, it is hard to picture them as heroes. It is his duty to 
prevent more than to make; but an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. Well, 
figure up how many ounces there are in 19 8 pounds and you will have his efficiency as 
a footballist. "Honey" is eligible for four years still. 
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jACK HURLEY, End 
Have you ever sat in a grandstand watching the pigskin oscillate between the two 
opposing forces on the gridiron? Did you ever see the ruby nose of the oval spiral 
toward the zenith and back to old mother earth fifty or more yards from where it started? 
It was Jack's role the past season to do the punting and drop kicking; both departments 
were taken care of well, too. Many were the yards he gained by good kicking and 
sweet were the points he gave Ouachita with his precious t~ by the drop-kick route. 
As Hurley tackled well and carried the ball well , we may grow reckless and venture the 
opinion that he was a good football player. We hope Jack will be back next year. 
H e is sweet two and twenty; S feet I 0 inches. and a tipper of the scales at 167. 
jACK HuRLEY, E".nd B. S. HARCIS. Cuard 
B. S . H ARCJS, Guard 
Hargis was tutored in the gentle art of bunting at Warren Training School under 
Big Dan Estes. of "Razorback" fame. H argis was in the game from kickoff to curfew 
of the season. He has an ideal build for a guard; broad-shouldered and strong-limbed. 
H e weighs 170 pounds and is about 5 feet I 0 inches tall. H e is twenty~two years 
of age. 
He show~ symptoms of being a good student ; only once during the season did we 
see him in a high state of rejoicing. and that was when he had a chance to buck his old 
C oach, Estes of the "Razorbacks." 
We expect Hargis to show considerable class next season. 
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ARTHUR L. SPARKS, Guard 
Self-confidence, such as will cause one to constantly murmur, " [ should worry,'' is 
the chief characteristic of this recruit from H ope, Arkansas. Then there may be some-
thing in a name: Sparks indicates fire, electricity, or action. He caught the significance 
of blocking his opponent tn a nice, handy way, and was given temporary guardianship 
of the guard's position. He has speed, a pretty good asset. H e weighs I 70 pounds, 
is 5 feet 9 inches tall, and is twenty years of age. H e ought to make a regular next 
season with a vengeance. 
A. L. SPARKS, G~tard SAM j AIIlE.SON, Quarter 
SAM Y. jAMESON. ]R .. Quarter-back 
Il was this old Roman senator that copped the position of quarter-back for the 
"Tigers" of I 91 3. 
He is not the rough and ready rouster that Brooksher is, but just older and headier 
because of years of football experience. Sam is not a large man, and like Woodrow 
Wilson, he is not handsome, but possesses a charm that is hard to evade. 
Sam. who is twenty-three, played four years at Mercer University in the S. I. A. 
A. It is to be regretted that he will not be here again. 
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]OHN ABRAHAM, Left H alf 
John Abraham, a native wn, graduate of Arkadelphia High School. where he 
starred repeatedly for three season•, came over to the A. U. Williams field early 1n the 
season. and proceeded with perseverance and hard driving to make the team. Abraham 
sparkled on the gridiron the past season and will continue to be a shining star. H e can 
use his 175 pounds in a most terrifying manner when movmg in a horizontal position. 
johnnie is a Freshman of eighteen, and will be a star for three years more. 
joHN ABRAHAM. Left Half \V. J. SrRIBUNC. Anywhere 
jAMES STRIBLING, Anywhere 
]. Stribling is a blonde Eskimo, aged nineteen. He weighs 165 pounds, and has 
5 feet 9 inches of altitude. He comes from South Carolina and goes as " Mercy" on 
account of his previous condition of servitude in Mercer University. "Mercy" subbed 
at almost every position, and he subbed well. When he is on the side lines he is anxious 
to get into play- isn't that natural! H e takes his degree in June from his adopted 
mother of learning, after which he will locate at Stuttgart. Arkansas. 
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Eo SHUGART, End 
Mayhap Carnegie will some day award Ed Shugart a hero medal for his persistent 
efforts to make end. The fellows call him "Shug," but there is nothing sweet in his 
smashing interference. H e performs almost miraculously at times, a good sign m an 
"Shug'' lives in Arkadelphia. where he has ties of close attachment, such as a good 
home and an access to the Clark County jail. He weighs I 60 pounds, is nineteen years 
of age and is 5 feet I 0 inches in height. 
Eo SHUc.ART, End Eo HtNTON, C.pt. 2nd Team 
Eo HINTON. Captain of "Scrubs" 
One very essential factor in the development o f a strong football team is to develop 
a good "Scrub" team. Hinton. as Captain of the "Scrubs." was a very important 
element in their success and therefore in the Varsity's. W orking faithfully at all times 
and against tremendous odds. he infused fight and "pep" into his teammates and many 
were the fierce scrimmages into which he led them. This is Hinton's first year in fool-
ball. He is 5 feet I I inches tall. and weighs 160 pounds. Those who watched hts 
work this year predict for him a regular berth in the Varsity line next ~eason . 
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The Thanksgiving Game That Should Have Been 
We cannot close our history of the football season without referring to the Thanks-
giving game that should have been. It was a sore disappointment to us not to get to 
play Henderson-Brown on that day. We expected the game. The H enderson-Brown 
students expected 1!. ·,he Y.eslC1tnl ol Henderson-Brown said in the Ouachita Chapel 
10 September that he expected it. Everybody in Arkadelphia expected it. But it wasn't 
played. Why? For years Ouachita had gone down in defeat; but always came up 
smiling, waling for another chance. This year the Henderson-Brown officials read the 
handwriting on the wall; and only three weeks before the game, they look a course that 
they knew would save their team from certain defeat. How these men can keep a 
straight face is a mystery! They claimed Ouachita was not in the Association and they 
couldn't play us. Yet they played us a year ago; they played us la~t spring; they did 
their best to get a Thanksgiving game with a black-listed team. Why did they wait 
till just before the game to tell us of their predicament? What has the Arkansas Asso-
ciation done \vith H endrix College for playing with a black-listed team~ What has the 
Association done with Henderson-Brown and H endrix for playing with the Univenity 
of Arkansas- a free lance? 0. consistency, thou art a jewel! 0, ye sportsmen who 
strained at a gnat and swallowed a camel! How can ye keep a straight face? 
Rules. are they that ye talk about? Where, then, are your rules? Clean team$, 
is it that ye prate of? Where, then, 0 Henderson-Brown. is thy dean team? Are the 
fingers of thy athletes free of filthy lucre, that thou dost dare to throw stones? Why. 
rules or no rules. the Ouachita team was fre·er of athletic taint than the neighbors across 
the way; and that's why all Arkadelphia "smole a smile'' at the hypocrisy of the belated 
challenge. 
But lo I we have wandered afield. We only meant to say we were sorry Henderson-
Brown officials-not the team-took cold feet. How are the mighty fallen! But even 
at that, they call their team ''College Champions" of Arkansas. It is to laugh I And 
now we wail our wail : "Oh that we could have played the Reddiet. on Thanksgaving 
Day." Why dido 't they play us? They knew they couldn't play us and be the 
"College Champions" of Arkansas; but they were determined evidently to be "College 
Champions." Therefore, they are now the "College Champions of Arkansas," Q. 
E. D.-G. 
Oct. 3. 
Oct. 10. 
Oct. 18. 
Oct. 24. 
Oct. 31. 
Nov. 7. 
Nov. 17. 
Nov. 27. 
FOLLOWING IS RECORD OF TEAM FOR 191 3 
Monticello Aggies-Campus 
L I. I.-Ruston-···-····· 
Ouachita 
45 
L. 1. I.-Campus ....... _ .......... ·-·······-····· .. ····~ ............. -
Mississippi College-Campus .. ··- ·· -··---·~ .. ············-···· .. 
Shreveport Centenary-Hot Springs .. - ... --· -····-· -· 
Oklahoma Stale Normal-Campus..... ···-· .. ~··-·-···-·-····-· 
Unjversity of Arkansas-Campus... --··-.. ·--·-····-· 
Turkey Day. U. of Miss.-Campus.. . .............. ......... _ .......... .. 
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0 
19 
14 
14 
0 
3 
0 
Opp. 
0 
0 
0 
22 
0 
0 
14 
0 
OuACIIITA's FIRST \V1NNINC FooTBALL TEAM 1895 
TuE TICERE"!'TES. \'(t Ho WILl. \VJN FUTukE BATTLES FOR OuACHITA 

Basket Ball 
The basket ball team of Ouachita College was greatly handicapped on account of 
our not having a gymnasium and an indoor courl. W e realize more fully each season 
the disadvantages under which we must labor and hope that in the near future some very 
loyal supporter of Ouachita and of athletics will give us the much needed gymnasium. 
Several have already dreamed of this gymnasium, in fact the site has already been 
selected. and now we only need the money with which to build it. 
We had, this year, material for a good strong team but hampered as we were by 
the lack of an indoor court we could not develop a five that could compete favorably 
with a team trained on an indoor court and in games played on indoor courts. and so 
we were defeated by two secondar.v schools. 
Landes, an all-state guard of last year, was chosen for Captain. He worked hard 
with the men and taught them some of the finer points of the game. Of last year's team 
we had three men- Toland, center ; Ganaway. forward, and Lewis. guard. We also 
had Hargis of Warren, Bodie of Cabot, Fox of Pine Bluff, and Stribling o{ Mercer 
University. 
During the reign of Dr. Jameson we hope that the dreams o f a gymnasium will be 
reali~ed. The rearing to the ~kies of th;s building will add more to the student body 
of Ouachita College than almost anything that can be done. and in it, ~hould it ever 
be constructed. will be developed the three sides of the Triangle of Life. 
THE LINE-UP 
Gannaway, A .. Hargis, B. .............................................. . .................................... Forwards 
Toland, T ... .. . .... .... . ................ .......................... . . ...... . . . . .... . .. . . ...................... . Center 
Landes, P .• Captain, Lewis, .I., Mana fer......................... .. . ....................... Guards 
Subs-Bodie, Fox. Stribling 
Baseball 
The gong of the bell which initiated the baseball season of 1914 was sounded on the 23rd day of 
February; thence came the migration to the A. U. Williams field where fully fifty enthusiastic aspirants 
appeared. From this number Coach Junnings was to selec;t his bunch which should grace the diamond 
for Ouachita for the spring season. 
All enthusiastic and ready to toss the old pill once more were put to work. Slight workouts were 
held for only a few days when the aspirants were buckled down to actual service. 
Among the old men who are back and ready for the en rush of young recruits were Catcher Toland, 
First Baseman Muse, Second Baseman Bailey and out fielders Jackson and Armstrong; also Gannaway 
and Joe Toland of last year's Pitching staff. 
Among the new men this year are Ward, Dearing, and Green who with veterans Muse and Toland 
will solve the infield problem. Wood of last year's scrubs will 611 the hole in right field. Bodie and 
Dudley are going, and will probably be initial men at the end of the season. 
At this time the team has mel four teams on home ground and has gotten away with three of them, 
on ly losing to University of Arkansas in the first game of the season by a small score. 
We all regret the departure of our Coach, who left recen tly to take a position with the Atlanta club 
<Jf the Southern League, but we feel that he has a worthy successor in Jack Hurley. the big First Baseman 
of the South Atlantic League. He knows baseball to perfection, and it is the genera l opinion that the 
team will finish with a good record under his guidance. 
Manager Jackson has arranged games with Millsaps College to be played here next week, the 9th 
and lOth of April. Immediately on the following day the team leaves for an extended trip through 
Mississippi, playing games with Mississippi A. & M .. Mississippi College, Millsaps, and Monticello Ag-
gies of this state. After the trip. games will probably be played with Little R6ck College, Russellville 
Aggies, and the University of Arkansas. 
The team has the best of support from the student body and a good record is predicted when the 
season closes. 
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CLU 
MEMBERS 
Cathron Lee .... . ......................................................................................... .................................. _''Spooner'' 
Verda Wilbourn ........ _ ......................... .. - ............................................. _______ .-.... - .... _ ''Loafer'' 
Nettie Calhoun .......... - ................. _ ........ - .................... - ... - ............ _. -·- ...... "jammer'' 
Glenn Kirkland ... .. ............. .... . ... _ .... ....... .......... ..... .... ............. .. ............ "Crammer" 
Morro: Loaf around and cram all the jam you can cram, and when you can't cram 
any more jam, just spoon 
P ASS WoRD: "Gimme that jam" 
COLORS: Black and Straw (berry) 
PLACE OF M EETING: In Crammers\lille on Loafer's Corner 1n front of the ]am 
Factory where everybody Spoons 
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MoTTO: "Eat sweets to be sweet'' 
PASS WORD: Sweet. Sweeter, Sweetest 
fLOWER: Sweet Peas 
M~COT : Sugar-bowl 
Marie Love. .. . ............ ~ ........... ~ ............... Sugar Swiper 
Ida Mae Westbrook ..................................................................................................................... Sweet Sixteen 
J va Watters ... . . .. ......................... ~ ............................................. - ............................... _ Sound Sleeper 
Caddo Caldwell............................................................................................................................... . ......... So Shy 
jessie Woodyard ......... ....... .. .......................................................................... Sure Sport 
Gladys Woodyard ..................................................................................................................... Some Singer 
HAD A CHANCE AND WOULDN'T 
MEMBERS 
MISS Wright 
MISS Lide 
MISS Gillispie 
M ISS Kuykendall 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
MISS (missed by Gll~) or, MR. Muse 
fLOWER: Jack-in-the-pulpit 
IDEALS: Leila wants one that is long and lank, 
Spinsters 
Maud wants one that she can pick up and spank; 
Otela wants one that plays football; 
Virginia doesn't want any at all. 
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Gyp ..... .. 
Smokey 
Thomas Cat 
Doc._ 
R elative .. 
Fly ... 
J ack. 
Your H affey ............ . 
Hub ..... . 
Little Bang. .• 
MoTTo: 
Cannon Club 
MEMBEHS 
- ·;· 
.. jay V . Toland 
Joe B. Toland 
Thomas E. T oland 
Butler B. Toland 
................ J ames T. Greene 
Allen J . Gannaway 
.. .... _ John W. Bouldin, Jr. 
Jerome Mehaffey 
Clell Dildy 
A lymer Cannon 
We never \ et to bed with the chickens 
•r COLORS; Gamblers' Grey 
OBJECT Of M EETING: To Feed 
PLACE OF MEETING: Millionaire Row 
TtME OF MrETING: Sunday, I A M. 
FLOWER: Cockscombs 
T eland Tribe 
MEMBERS 
Jay V. Toland ....... --. .. Presidenl 
] . Toland Greene .................... .Vice President 
Tom E. Toland ....... .. Corresponding Secretary 
Butler B. Toland Recording Secretary 
j oe B. Toland ~ ·-· Treasurer 
MoTTO: Be strong for the women 
CoLORS: H igh Brown 
PLACE OF MEETING: Jay's Den 
TIME OF M EETING : 8 days per week 
SoNG : YOU Made Me Love YOU 
FLOWER: Maiden H air Fern 
lSI 
The Young Men's Boarding Club 
For the last few years, a number of young men have grouped themselves together 
tn a boarding club. In this way we get our board at the lowest possible cost 
This year Professor and Mrs. Compere willingly took the responsibility of managing 
our club, and oper.ed up their home to us without charge. Each young man will always 
feel grateful to them for their kindness toward us. We have ever found Mrs. Compere 
ready to give us motherly advice. She i> one of Ouachita's most choice daughters. 
\Ve feel that our association with one another has been beneficial to each and all of 
us, and that we will not soon forget the pleasant hours we have spent together. 
Miss Try Club 
MoTTO: D F; D F 
PLAcE OF M EETING: "Mysterious" 
Places 
TtME OF M EETING: " Mysterious Rag" 
Time 
1::!2 
MEMBERS 
Virginia ''Cush" Kuykendall 
Lela "Fussy" Courson 
Leila "Stew" Lide 
Lynette "Spooks" Barnes 
Maude "Bully" Wright 
Dollie "Sadie" Saxon 
Philharmonic Club 
MOTTO: Always bring the 7th down PLACE OF M EETING: On the "Steps" 
TIME OF M EETING: At all '"/ nlc(l)a/s" 
M arie Love ......... .. 
Ida Mae W estbrooks._ 
Etta H ollis .......... .. 
Van Coats ..... 
MEM BERS 
........ .. Dreist Lehman Abbott .. ....................... . .. Quieto 
...Buon Mi3ll White_ ...... _ ...... .Eroico 
............ Comique K athleen F lora ..................................... Vif 
..Ausgelassen Annette C anon -·---........ Suave 
La Societe F rancaise 
L'OBJET: E tudier, manger, broder 
LA FLEUR: Le muguet 
LE BIJOUX: La perle 
LES CouLEURS: Le rouge et l'or 
LES MEMBRES LES MEMBR£5 HONORAIRES 
Miles. J ameson, Adams, Clowdis, Crawford Mlle. Timmons el M. T atum 
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THE "0" AssociATION 
MEMBERS 
D. H. Crawford. Ex-Chief 
0. Robbins, Ex-Chief 
D. P. Muse. Ex-Chief 
L. H . Crow, Ex-Chief 
0. E. Hill 
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The U. F. A. 
MoTTO: Let down the bars 
CoLoRS: Brindle 
FLOWER: Cowslip 
SoNC: "Saw My Horns Ofl" 
OBJECT: To promote the cause 
FIRE DESTROYED HENDERSON-BRowN CoLLEGE oN THE MoRNING Of' Ftn. 3Ro, 1914 

~rptrmbrr 
17 O~ntng ~x~ms.es. 
Prof. ''Me'' tnlrocluc:es our new Pret~dent, 
Dr. Jameson. 
IS Coach JcnntnQS •• found on andtron sur· 
rounded by a y.,t more det,.rrntned bunch of 
Ttaen. who were destined te lud Ouachtta 
up tn the world of fame in football. 
19 Harry u tntrocluced to Virgtnta- Also Netl. 
20 New ttudcn tt herassed at ~:very corner on 
the Soctety qu.,shon. 
21 Wolf btcomn a •olunlur. 
22 New gtrls become accustomed to thetr new 
mlltrest-M tSs Storl•. 
Runt and Fly banquet the returnma D. D. K'.s 
A glortous abundance adorn• the fethval 
board. 
Firtt reception. 
Btlly netther brings nor talk• to Annie Lou. 
24 Keller not back. Neith.,r 11 Ernte. Ehu-
btth and Fussy di$appointed. 
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Johnston's Candies 
We Make rhe 
Toiler Water. Ice Crean1 Pennants. 
That Made 
Face Creams. Arkadelphia Pipes. 
Perfumes. 
FAMOUS. 
C igars. 
Face Powders. 
Clark, Sloan & Co. 
Stationery. 
The 'Druggists. 
T he Best Soda Fountain Service. 
All Roads L ead To 
-
-
NEWBERRY'S 
Furniture Store 
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25 Winoihed recetves &even lel!ers and nx post 
card~annot decide wht(h?? 
26 Btlly and Annie Lou still on good terms. 
Paui finds ahe has date with both S~ncer 
and Sam! 
Ruby and Mr. Berty still on sood terms. 
28 Reva has a beau from home( She likei 
"Snider&" cataup. etc. 
30 France• receives box of candy from F letcher. 
Football prosJ)i:cts good. 
Societies very t'l\lhusiastic. 
-~ 
-! ~ '"'"t T"•A\ c.tnl\ • ~t~rn y ot'le • n. t\f1 t · 
'rnr 1\-s:nt mynu.tnr.- • 
r w., .... r:~- 1'.\ 
~ OCTO!B lE fl c9\~ 
I Gertrude at her old trade-Bruce and 
Sparks already omillen. 
2 F uny hears from New York. 
Allen besins to get "fussy.'' 
Mischief Maken organize; R uth Curl. Maude 
Henderson. Reva Garrell. F.:liubeth Autrey. 
Agnes Buah. Lucille Carroll. Willie Barrow. 
6 Fir~t call meeting Ouachitonian Staff- Harry 
Muae and Margaret Cra~vford elected editon· 
in-chief. 
Milatary department organizes f ~st. 
R umon of gotng to H ot Springa. 
7 Phi Delta Nu Cirls pledged. 
Lucille and R uth long to go over to Hen· 
denan. "Speedy" and "jack" atill over there. 
9 Mercedes smiles at Jim Wallia. 
Spencer and R~rl seen out walking. 
10 Ruston and Ouachita at Ruston, score 0·0. 
Sam. Sparks, Mooae. and few others meet 
a very handsome young lady- Mrs. ---
13 Sigma Sigmas go on picnic. 
Tigerellea and Reddtes dash, score 6-6. 
Funy Securea Elkjn's c.apl 
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Dollie diocovers Slat's picture in Chua's 
locket. Mystery I 
Where ia Loia? 
16 Mi&S Storts catches Mercedes out of her room. 
Gerald. Carl, Jim, Runt, Brenner and few 
others meet to di&euss subject of "Giadya ... 
18 Ouachita breaks two season's tie with Rus-
ton by score of 19-0. 
Reception al night, Jade Hurley introduced 
to girls. 
Slat. and Oolite content. 
Eliubeth talks to pari of " faculty." 
Cathron cennol decide whether 'tia 
"Nobler" ---
If you are not a customer of ours, we want you to become one and 
assure you of courteous treatment and pleasant association. We have rhc 
largest stock of drugs and drug sundries, toilet articles and necessities in 
Arkadelphia to offer you in makjng your numerous purchases. Only the very 
best quality of merchandise offered our patrons. 
We carry a large assortment of Waterman and Parker Lucky Curve 
Fountain Pens-0•~1chita Pennants and Sofa Pillows-Tennis Rackets 
and Balls-Agents for Mary Garden Chocolates, Nunnally's, Huyler's and 
Liggett's Candies. 
We make all our Ice Cream and Ices served at our fountain and invite 
you to visit The Fountain at The R exall Store. It's almost two miles to the 
next nearest Fountain when thirsty. 
STUDENTS' HEADQUARTERS 
M EET M E AT HEARD's oN THE CoRNER 
HEARD TOWNSEND DRUG COMPANY 
THE REXALL STORE 
PHONE No. 8. FIN!!. DELIVERY 
McDANIEL & BROTHER 
FURNITURE 
rt~ 
Phone 176 Residence Phone 87 
Arkadelphia Hardware Co. 
Sells Sporting Goods 
Cutlery 
AND A GENERAL LINE OF HARDWARE 
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20 Christine has few girls over to spend after-
noon. 
Drill go<-d. 
Coach meets Augu.ta! 
22 Antic.pation of Hot Sprin~s trip. 
Pauline and Harry. or Harm-which?? 
Bemard thinks o£ taking "expreuion:· 
24 MiuiJtippi College vs. Tigers (campus) 
14-22. ( M•u.) 
Nella and Puryear m"et. Who's the victim? 
Van Nella also plays som" part on scene. 
Marjorie, Anna Crace and Nella all very 
an~•ous to find out Van Nalla's real name. 
h it Custaveous? 
25 Capt. Brill Smiles. 
26 Reva very homesick. 
27 Ouachita College Cadet Corps goes to Hot 
Spnngs via Butterfield. Ctrls receive nu· 
merous cards. Capt. Tobey wa~ asked 
"When would they land in Mexko?" 0. C. 
S;uley was 30 minutes late or he could 
have gollen some \VHITE lamp black from 
one of the RoRurishang merchnnts. 
Seniors most delightfully entertained at Dr. 
Jameson'• by town senior girls. 
John meets Lois. 
Mi" Storts gtves surprise party to under-
graduates. 
Who were the two new girls at the table, the 
girls with such " latge" hnnds? (Honey-
cutt and McCray.) Greeter surprise awaited 
them in the parlors. (boys.) 
3 Joe and Etta meet 
Reva sick. Butler sends her a basket of 
fruit. 
Dr. j,meson rends letter from llenderson 
Board rdusing to J)lay the annual Thanks-
giving game. Students of both college• dis-
appointed. 
4 D. D. K. banqud. Fly drowns his trochea 
in milk chocolate. 
5 Bess atill ~rrowing in lov~ wilh football 
talks. 
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Governor o£ Arkansas honor .. d. 
30 Mines Autrey, Lewis. Curl. Carrell and 
Courson ''ISit the Fair. "\Vere they the 
Theatrical troupe?.. Manager John Lewis 
to the rescue. 
30 Ouachita vs. Centenary. score 12-0. (Tig-
ers.) 
31 Who put the goal in Prof. Grice's room) 
Dr. jameson reads contract between Ouach-
•to & Un•versity of M•nt>!ippi for Tur~ey 
Day Came. 
7 Oklahoma State Normal vs. T;gers (cam-
pus). 0-0. 
Scrubbs go to Monticello. 
8 J oint program between both IIOCi~ties. Cath-
ron talks to Nobel. 
9 Lucille has date W1tb "Speedy." 
Coach at church with Augusta. 
II Dr. jameson and daughters vio1t Hot Springs. 
13 Yell practice for Thanksglvtnll Day be-gun 
in earnest. 
15 Fletcher Moose appointed on Committee to 
talk to fo'ranees two period! in library. 
H arry " likewise appointed. 
I 
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e 
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Eat and Drink 
---At---
CALDWELL'S 
Our Motto 
QUALiTY and CLEANLINESS 
Magazines Newspapers 
When Better Automobiles Are Built-BUICK 
Will Build Them 
Write for Catalog 422 
F 
0 
ll 
n 
t 
a 
) 
n 
D 
r 
n 
k 
s 
Arkansas Buick Automobile Co. 
L 118 Main Little Rock, Ark. 
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17 Ruorba~h and Togers dash (campus). 
Score 14 3. 
Hurley drop koeked from -IS yard lone. 
18 Psycholosy 1«-st. All pass! ! I 
19 Dr. Gatley makes very onterclhnll talk 10 
chapel. 
Maaa•e M oore and Maude actu3lly answer 
a questoon 10 l:.n@hsh. 
Mr Crtce r«-1olvet not to fuss at boa Sopho· 
mor«- E::.oahsh cla•s any more . 
21 Or. 1 ftte of I lot Spnngs conducb chapel. 
\nnor Lou and Bolly chased by Dr Jamc-
ton. 
22 \'f'ry f"nthuttashc Mass Mechn(l. Prof 7.rl -
l .. rs f'hmb• skyward 10 orator). 
lS and 26 Man Meetongs (lalorf'. 
Manv old fau seen on the campus. \''•ld 
Doll Rohbons. Scrapper " olhoms among th .. 
loyal trouP". 
Drrby• and Tam-o-Shanlt'rs adorn seniors. 
P!'tli and Sam. Spencer and Robert , Billy 
and J\nnoe Lou. Ruby and Mr. Berry, all 
ahll vrry congenoal. 
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27 Turkey Day. Rami Raon! Ram! No ln. 
enthuliasm. l::vcn Moll Storts l!OCS to the 
game on the raon. 
Hendcnon·Brown for~akc-d hc-r own VO'r)' 
dreary fidd to root woth us to a scorelcu 
tie. 
Be!pallered, mudsmcMed but radiant througlr 
the slimy coverinc the "Tigers'' dcspcrotely 
fight with .-Ieven somoiMiy clad "Ole 
Mossers." A soxty minute f"xcavotmg and 
dred11on11 contact on th~ A. U. Wolltams 
field. 
Everybody plrased "''th the end of a alo· 
nous ... uon, not wtthttandona 111 dark 6nall" 
-next year do bt-ttc-r. 
RC('eptoon at "'llht. 
Old r riends mel' I Olnd talk of 1"351 Wl6h101! 
agam and aaaon to •hll hr numbcr<'d among 
the Ouachota students. 
28 Extra Lyceum num~r- S .. noors hav.. 1,, 
il~e of dates. 
29 Societic• welcome theor old m~mbers bad. .. 
Fe.uts. fea•ts, feMtsl Mt<s " 'ork diS<:O\NI 
results. 
Football boys and thr "lucl.y" gorls were 
gloriously entt-rlntned at Ot Jamcton't. 
3 Cladya and Ida Mae atudy on parlor E rom 
4-6. Maude. Reva. Wollte. Cln~abeth. Ruth. 
Lucille JOin them. \Vhy can't gorls stay in 
the or rooms dunna study hour} 
Stewart & Stewart 
. 
Drugs and Books 
Fountain Drinks 
---and---
Ice Cream 
Next D oor to Post Office Phone 90 
Elkhorn Bank & Trust Co. 
Established 1884 
Capital Paid $129,500.00 
Surplus 30,000.00 
Does a General Banking Business 
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Berry tokea \Vinnlfted to church Where ? 
Ruby> 
T ompluns and Jack S mtth. 
Patti pertur~d. 
2 Plu Delta Nu F'C"all and P ow· Wow. Dr. 
Jameson 6nds fattened chtck«"n gone from 
coop. 
3 Henderson Brown Fort'! U ntold heron 
found amonaat Ouachtta boys. John stop• 
to eat candy 
S Raoned. 
No dull. 
V. M cAIIftt'r secr.-tly mourns (?) 
7 Senton pau reaolutoons to abode by rules 
and re11ulahnns. and see that preps do the 
same. 
9 jimmtc S trtbling b~fore Capt. Britt talk-
tog to (his) a t!"l tn hall. 
II Adive work on Ouachotonian h•aons 
Bas led ball practice. J•mmor to Joe. "\'there 
did you aet on , .. 
Joe. " Where you aot off." 
Ba•ket ball team depart• for Malvern, Ltt· 
tie Rock. M onhcello 
Fred dodac-s a M"nior. 
l.ti 
21 T enms ts aaatn thr rag«" . 
24 BaseiMII prachce on campus 
Mr. Ayers successor of Dr Jameson on 
logtc and r.tlucs. 
!S Reva 1o1ft htor chafin11 duh. So does Ruth. 
T oo much candy on Sunday. 
Anotc Loe looks lona•naly at Pat 
;o Boys at Cone BUtldong doctor atatu for 
Prof. Gncc at I ,C() a. m 
31 Lela $Ot cauvht out of hco room. FtH' de· 
ment1. Not by hertclf though. 
12 Juniors worrted over pouthle outcome' of 
annual receplton. 
13 L 0. 0. 1\11. Monatrel. 
Amy has date wtth Joy. l .1.cillc wtth Bruce, 
Jade and Bernard of coun~. 
14 Valenttne Day- Gladys vets several extra 
letters. 
IS Patio and Sam afrl'f' lo dosairtc (>) ()) 
20 Miu Perryman au11ted bv :vf,,,,., Jordan 
and Forsythe gtv.,. rectlal. 
CHAS. S. STIFFT 
DIAMONDS, WATCHES 
AND JEWELRY 
Our beautifully illustrated Gift-book offers many suggestions for 
presents for the graduates. It contains over 5000 life-Jjke pictures of 
J ewelry, Silverware, Cut Glass and kindred articles and gives prices. 
Sent to any address upon application. 
CLASS PINS, MEDA LS, LOVING CUPS, ETC. 
Our facilities for the designing and making of class pins, rings, 
medals, etc., are second to no house in the country. We design from 
suggestions. or furnish original designs free of cost. Send for sample 
booklet. 
STATIONERY AND ENGRA YING 
Our execution and style will satisfy the most exacting. We will 
send samples for the asking, of Commencement Invitations. Calling 
Cards. etc. 
Special Initial Writing P aper or Correspondence Cards at SOc per 
box, mail post paid. 
Send for our catalog today. 
CHAS. S. STIFFT 
The South's Finest Jewelry Establishment 
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS 
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21 Runt Tob~y ahas Dock Bird rccc:\ves c:om-
mlnion at Itt heulenant, Company C. A. 
N.C. 
Joe Toland removed from Ballalian on ac-
count of 1\ W K W A R D N E S S. 
Prof. C 0 M P E R E males announcement 
conccrrung B I B L E. 
Aaron and Jim Armstrong want to know 
who lhe ma1dens were whom they ao sal-
Iently e1corled home from church at night? 
2 Col. Sam Jame60n hangs out has ahmgle-
flral Ca~Cue of Hearl. Patlt u de-
fendanl. 
3 Miss Katherine Fulkerson begin• work in 
the Art Room. 
Cladya talks to Gerald in lhe Hall on 2nd 
Roor-Why? 
Ru1h got her Privi leges. 
Junior pins arrive. All happy. 
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22 F alher Ceorge't b~rthday. 
HOLIDAY ! 
Unveiling of plale. 
Capl. Brill make• speech. 
23 Ruby comes ovrr lo work on Ouachilonian. 
24 Junior-Senior receplion. Everybody happy. 
25 Run1or of Cnpl. Brill'• for1hcommg aulomo-
bile. Who gels hrat b•d? 
28 Puryear, V11n Nalla ftnd Ben Morris, lurns 
clouder "' 12 o'clock. 
6 Elizabelh Wilson sivcs Senior Recital in 
Piano. 
Calhron has dole wilh Mr. Orr. Noble and 
Lucile look gloomy. 
Billy and John Lew•• go lo Liule Rock 
for Ads for Ouach•ton•an. 
Annie Lou goes to recital with Robert and 
Spencer.- Long Distance. 
8 Christine hat da te. Mytlcty I Who with? 
Her "Cousin Jimmie." 
Send Flowers~~~ 
To express your good wishes to friends who 
graduate this year. 
Flowersasagiftare always highly appreciated, 
because of the beautiful sentiment they reflect, 
through them a true spirit of gift giving 
is expressed. 
Our Roses, Carnations and the flowers of 
every sf!ason, are the choicest to be had, 
yet our prices are so reasonable that their 
use is never an extravagance. 
joseph W. Vestal & Son 
Pho ne 4720 Box 656 
Little Rock, Ark. 
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9 Mr. Orr IS vacc10ated. \Vhy? Because 
he never had been and he dec1ded he was 
old enouah. 
Basebsll game. TIGERS vs. ALL-STARS. 
4 -1 for TIGERS. 
Sen1on proudly show their new nngs. \Vhere 
d•d Billy gel his? 
I 0 Ella teaches at Public School. 
Why ? Whipped only 1evcn 
first day. 
Very llredl 
pup1ls the 
11 E xams! Exams! Flunk I Soph English 
stud~nlli "nl~ gl~;wing 1000 word theses 
on Enghsh L1teralure. Allan and Jay are 
"Stars." 
Mr. Ayers g1ves on!;- 45 questoons on l..o\!11:, 
others on proportion. 
M~&s W ork {In Biology); What IS an 
Organ? 
Annie Lo: An Organ IS a Mu&ical In· 
slrumenl you play oo in the Churches. 
13 Fndoy Lucky for Otela- Wms fnme by 
p1c lurona ''Enoch Arden"' to anx1ous ou· 
d1ence. 
I ALL FOOLS DAY. All clas~es of foola 
1n promanence. 
r ...... ,. . ..., ....  , ..... -:7,.. ,.-" 
_,_ 
3 Seniors entertain Juniors. 
Sl3ts nnd Noble especially happy, also 
H arry. 
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A number of girls leave for a few days 
at home. 
14 Exams over- Campus reception-Joe and 
Tom are very busy. 
15 Mr. Voyles begons r~vival. 
16 Lucole and Ruth still walk out towards 
llendeuon. 
17 Ouachuonian g~s to pren. Staff goes 
cra:ty. Eli:tabe<h and Noble begin to proph-
e•y. (Deal gently w1th them.) 
19 OUACHITA TIGERS , .•. ARKANSAS 
R AZOR-BACKS. 
23 Col. Jameson overworked. 
rushing. 
Law business 
26 Rube and Jack Hurley leave for Georgia 
and South Cnrolino. C lara and Celeba are 
very sad. 
29 Jack and Bernard laugh in church. Nothing 
unusual11 
7 Junior p1cn1c. E laz3belh falls over bluff. 
Billy eats 20 olives. Spencer a nd Roberl 
do not fuu. 
10 Berry & I looper win from Baylor. Owen• 
& Tompkins lose to Jackson. 
II Baseball team starts on their twelve day 
trip through North Arkansas and Missisoippi. 
VICTOR IOUS of cour~e. 
23 Baseball boys return. and reception given 
in their honor. 
30 Senior picnic. Otela and J immie, Clara 
and Slats, and others as well report grand 
time. 
Southwestern Baptist Theological 
Seminary 
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 
This institution is located m the heart of a great Baptiat Emp1re in the Southwest. It is under 
the control and direction of the State Baptist Convenhons of Texas. Oklahoma, New Mex1co. 
Arkan.sas ond Louisiana. It has nine full professors and two tutors. Its enrollment of students. 
mduding th" Missionary Tratning School lor women, run• to more than two hundred twenty-five 
thiS year. 
Its course of study covers nil the branches of a thorough Theological Course. induding the 
degrees Th.C .. Th.B .. Th.M .. Th.D .. and the English Bible Degree. It h;u a woman's Mi3Sionary 
Training School in connection with it and offen a thorough course <:overing two yeau for wom~n 
desirina to be m1n1onanes 1n the H ome or For.,ign Field. Sunday Srhool \Vokrers. Pasion' 
A5sistanb, or do other S<'tVICC5 1n the Master's <:ause. 
The health 1s almost ideal, the envoronment spintual and evangeltsllc. Many churches in 
reach ol F't. Worth use the students as pastors. The Seminary prov1des a Students' Aid Fund lor 
the help of those who nred 11 on their peuonal expense. f't. W orth Hall, the dormin tory for men, 
offers boardm~ faciliti~• for ainele men nnd married m~n and therr wives who hav" no children. 
Tit., Training School Butldin11 offer• quarters for more thau one hundr~d women. 
Thr 5«-minary has two specral features-a four-year course rn E~hah Bible ~nd a lwo-
year course in Evangeh.m. 
For further mformatton. wrttt' 
B. H. CARROLL, D. D., Ll. D., President 
Ritchie 
Grocery Co. 
Wholesale Grocers 
Prescoit, Ark. 
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Ft. Worth, Texas 
United 
Fire Insurance 
Agency 
LESLIE GOODLOE, Manager 
SToCKIIOl.oF:Rs 
W. E. Barkman Leslie Goodloe 
J . W. Bunch N. D. Huie 
G. H. Locke 
s~mor rec11als tn Ioree. Sevt> al plan to 
go on staat' tn n~ar r uture. 
Why ia Mr. Moot<- so mtert'sted io playmg 
tt'nnts every Monday afternoon l 
3 To date, no round trap ttchiJ have i>t't'n 
aold over the ''Oua~htta Expulsion !.inc."' 
Runt Stls on hia dtQiltly, sp01ltng tiS ahape. 
7 Chapel tml"Y as uaual. J\lao the ''same 
couple" walking na usual. 
Bess dean• her room by Chriahan Sctence-
Swecps 11 w tlh her eyes. 
9 More bas~hnll gamel. Ctrlt rdorml Rc· 
aolve n~Y<' r lo Out avain. 
Commenct>ml'nt weelt r:,erybody happy. 
Boys make all ktnds of promtJn to the young 
ladtes, aamt to b.. forgotten before many 
days art' Jlast 
IZ Bowt'rt Baracea Clan enlerlatn with their 
unnual ptc;ntc. All retolves fot ·n~rly made 
forgotten. 
14 Ouachtlonian appears. Staff all out of town. 
18 The aame as usual. Tht> uaual couples Atrl. 
get mad and make up. 
21 Cramming for final exama. All Scntors ex· 
cepl a few urmpl. 
Nobl .. shll lwtrls hts cane and 'ports hiS 
derby. 
23 D. D. K .. Pht Delta Nu, ond Stama Stama 
try to make plan In dodl\<' rule <>f the fac 
uhy that they shall dianraant~e. 
27 Ex11ms. 
Board of 1 rustees mrC'I and make plana 
for a CREA 1 E.R OU \CH II \ 
IN IIASTE The 1914 ANNUAL-BOARD 
Up-to-Date F otos 
Kodaks Harris Films 
Phone 600 Main FOTOGRAFE R Li ttle Rock, Ark. 
We have estab1ished a Kodak Department. Pro-
fessio nal Finishing. Developing , lOc a Roll. 
Prints, Sc each---Mounted or on Post Cards. 
Kodak Enlargin ~. Kodaks to Rent. 
A. Karcher Candy Co. 
Manufacturers of 
High-Grade Candies 
Little Rock, Ark. 
The Willis Music 
Company 
Headquarters for all 
Musical 
Supplies 
We can supply you with any 
piece of Music or Music Hook, 
no matter w here or by w hom 
published. at the publisher's 
lowest prices. 
The Willis Music 
Company 
137 Fourth Avenue West 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
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Four Complete 
Departments 
l cientific Department. 
2 General Supply Department. 
3 Lithognphmg and Engraving 
Department. 
4 County Superintendent 
Department. 
Apparatus for Laboratories. l.nhoratory 
Furniture. Sttreoptkons. Microscopes. 
Diplomas. I nvitation~ and Cards. Class 
Pins and 1\1 edals. Loose Le:af Note Hooks 
Everything a School Uses 
W. W. Welch 
Manufacturing Company 
100 L ake Street, Chicago 
National Headquarters for 
School Supplies 

Quality 
Uniforms 
For Officers of the Army, 
Navy and Marine Corps 
and Students of Military 
Schools and Colleges$ ... ~ 
Jacob Reed's Sons 
H24-H26 Chestnut Street 
PHILADELPHIA 
Tbe Old .. t Un1form Manufncturing House In tbe 
U.S. Found<d in I 824 by )Acob R«d 
Indian Blankets 
Oriental 
Mats 
You'{[ Like Gambleized Sheet Music 
It's Bound to Give Satisfaction 
Ga.mhleizing means ffte transforma-
tion of "the pile" of music into an 
orderly co!ledion. Get tfte Gamble-
{zing ftahit by buying your music from 
Gamhle Hinged Music 
Company 
Publishers and General Music Dea[e,.s 
67 East Van Buren Street 
CHICAGO 
Rubdrv Towels 
Wares 
Bath Mats 
ALFRED R. BIERMANN 
Agents Wanted~ Write for Pric~ Herafd Square, New York City 
The Onlv Perfect 
Insecticide and Germicide 
It Kills Bugs Instantly and They Stay Dead I 
For Hospital, Hotel, Household and Institutional Use 
One Gallon and Automatic Sprayer $3.00 Larger Quantiti~ $2.00 per gallon 
The WORRELL MFG. CO,, St. Louis, Mo. 
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A Little More Expression 
Please 
]. I. CLEVELAND 
Arkadelphia, . Arkansas 
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L TAYLOR ON IT ' 
MEANS IT'S THE B£S r ATH LETIC ARTICLE YOU CAN BUY 
TENNIS GOLF TRACK OUTING iASEBALL 
LACROSSE SWUlMlNG CAMP SUPPLIES 
'·WE' D RAT HER SATISFY THAN PACIFY " 
Send for Catalog 
ALEX. TAYLOR.. & CO. 
Athletic Outfit t ers 
26 East 42nd Streel :: Ne" York / 
F. C. Rosenberger 
Succeasor to BERNHARD HEINZE 
CONFECTIONER 
Manufacturer of H igh Grade Candies, Delicious Pastries, Bread 
Cakes, Rolfs, Cream:<, Etc. 
CAREFUL ATTENTION TO OUT OF TOWN ORDERS 
914 Main St., Little 'R..ock, Ar1(. 
1{_. L. Reed Piano Company 
Wholesale and Retail 
Pia yer Pianos, Pianos and Organs 
906 Main .St., Little Rock, Ark. 
Fair Dealings to All ·• Easy Terms of Payment 
Phone 1048 
Peerless Cleaning and 
Pressing c , mpang 
J. Wallace Briscoe 
Proprietor 
506 Main St. Phone 315 
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Southern School 1Joo1( 
'Depository 
3ll- l3-JS So. Preston Street 
DALLAS, TEXAS 
Wholesale School and College 
T ext Books 
Write Us for Free Catafo£ 
-
- .. - ::-- ---
THE ARKADELPHIA MILLING CO. 
ARKADELPHIA, ARK. 
Ouachita College 
and Conservatory of Fine Arts 
Co-Educational Christian Thorough 
f]J The Largest Denominationa 1 
College in Arkansas. 
f]J Strong F acuity in College and 
Conservatory, Consisting of 
Thirty Members. 
f]J A Thorough, Progressive Busi-
ness Department. 
CJJ New Steam Heating Plant and 
Sanitary Sewerage. 
(jJ Best Athletic Field in the State. 
For Further Information Write to 
S. Y. JAMESON, D. D., President, Arkadelphia, Ark. 
THE 
"NO NAME" 
HAT 
"SHOW me his hat and 
I'll tell you his name." 
C][ A h at reflects a 
man's character like a 
mirror reflects a sun-ray. 
There's no doubt about it. 
The strident young fellow--
the old gentleman---the 
conservative business roan-
the actor-the Jawyer-the 
doctor; men of all ages 
and all professions who 
appreciate smartness and 
quality can wear the "No 
Name" Hat. 
N o Name Hat Mfg. Co. 
St. Louis, Mo. Orange, N. j . 
Floyd W bitten Co. 
Agent 
Arkadelphia, Ark. 
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C. C. Tobey 
STEAM 
Laundry 
I 
~ 
Merchants' & 
Planters' 
Bank 
Solicits yo ur Busi-
ness. Interest Paid 
o n Time Deposits 
Capital $100,000 
The Albany Teachers' Agency, Inc. 
KNOWS HOW 
Twenty-three Years of Successful Experience in Bringing Together 
GOOD SCHOOLS AND GOOD TEACHERS 
Our field - Public and ptivate schools and colle(les. We have filled positions in every 
State in the Union. 
Send for Bulletin 
Eatabli.~hed 1892 
Stephen Lane F o1ger 
Club and College 
Pins and Rings 
Gold. Silver and Bronze Medals 
180 Broadway 
NEW YORK CITY 
Faust Cafe 
JOE STATKIS 
Proprietor 
LITTLE ROCK. ARKANSAS 
Bracy Brothers 
Hardware Co. 
608 Main St. 
LITTLE ROCK. ARKANSAS 
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81 Chapel St., Albany, N.Y. 
M e tr o p o litan Cafe 
and Hotel 
BEST OF EVERYTHING 
THAT'S TO EAT 
PETE BAKER & CO. 
106 Mlsin St. Little Rock. Ark. 
Terminal Hotel 
CROFTON & WALLACE 
Proprietors 
LITTLE ROCK. A RKANSAS 
Centra 1 Bureau of 
Education 
MISS KATE EDGAR 
Proprittor and Maua~rr 
PARIS, KENTUCKY 
E. R. Moore 
Company 
Makers of 
Collegiate Caps, 
Gowns and Hoods 
D istnbutors to the 1914 class of 
Ouachita College 
4016 Evanston Ave. Chicago, Il l. 
]. A. FINGER 
The eweler 
Watch Repairing 
and En grav i ng 
Howard Abraham 
Plumbing anq Sheet 
Metal Work 
Graves Hardware 
Company 
A General Line of 
Hardware 
Phone 98 
.:..!!!. BREwER TI-:ACHERS' 
- ' A G f. N C Y 
~"'T-\rl.tl'tt~O::\f'lol."' il'~.!'\lOJTOM.II\olftt_JLDI ... C. 
I"OliTI•>, .. IIIIlO ., .. , CHIC'\GO 
H. W. Austin 
Cleaning and Pressing 
INSURANCE We Carry a Complete Line of FIRE, TORNADO , LIFE , 
HEALTH, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, BURGLARY 
and AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE. 
W e Repruent t he Stron~ut Companiu in the United Statu. We A ppreciate yo ur B u•iness. 
Arkadelphia Insurance Company 
Arthur Carter, Manager 
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THE MODEL 
Our Men's and Young Men's Store 
Home of Hart Schaffner and Marx 
CLOTHES 
Stetson and Knox Hats 
Regal and 
Edwin Clapp 
SH 0 ES 
ATH L ETIC GO O D S 
WE CAN SUPPLY YOUR WANTS. 
'-"~ 
Afternoon and Evening Dresses 
The Newest Things in Dress Goods and 
Trimmings, Ladies' and Children's 
Shoes and Millinery. Trim mer in charge. 
GROCERIES 
PLACE WHERE QUALITY COUNTS. 
]. W . Patterson & Son's 
DEPARTMENT STORE 
t li2 
Gus Blass Dry Goods Co. 
Mail Order Department 
'-"~ 
LITTLE ROCK, 
-.- ARKANSAS. 
We Are as Near to You as Your Nearest Telephone 
E. W. THOMAS 
DRUGGIST AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
PHONE NO. 30 
Spence's .. 
CAFE 
' 'The place t o get 
r id of t hat empty 
feeling. " 
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Get the Ouachita 
Spiri t . .. 
S u bscr ibe fo r the 
"Ouachitonian " 
and t h e 
'"Ripples" 
TRADE WITH 
J. J. PANNELL 
EDWIN CLAPP SHOES 
Are The Acme of Shoe Making 
Their individuality is apparent at a glance and they are the 
choice of carefully dressed men everywhere. 
FOR SALE BY 
"THE MODEL" 
ARKADELPHIA, ARKANSAS 
PAUL M. PALEZ 
Leading Florist 
YOUR FLORIST FOR OVER TEN YEARS 
Always Up-to-Date 
FLORAL DESIGNS CUT FLOWERS 
DECORATIONS 
WEDDING BOUQUETS 
PALMS, FERNS 
ETC. 
409 MAIN ST. PHONES 463 
LITTLE ROCK, ARK. 
AFTER BUSINESS HOURS CALL 687 
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lt4t ELEeTRie CJTY ENGRAVING Co. 
BUFFALO. N .Y. 
--1•1-
WE MADE TttE ENGRAVINGS FOR Ttt!S BOOK. 
• 
